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Abstract 

In the information age of today, vast amounts of sensitive and confidential data is exchanged over 

an array of different mediums. Accompanied with this phenomenon is a comparable increase in 

the number and types of attacks to acquire this information. Information security and data 

consistency have hence, become quintessentially important. Log file analysis has proven to be a 

good defense mechanism as logs provide an accessible record of network activities in the form of 

server generated messages. However, manual analysis is tedious and prohibitively time 

consuming. Traditional log analysis techniques, based on pattern matching and data mining 

approaches, are ad hoc and cannot readily adapt to different kinds of log files.  

 

The goal of this research is to explore the use of grammar inference for log file analysis in order 

to build a more adaptive, flexible and generic method for message categorization, anomaly 

detection and reporting. The grammar inference process employs robust parsing, islands 

grammars and source transformation techniques. 

 

We test the system by using three different kinds of log file training sets as input and infer a 

grammar and generate message categories for each set. We detect anomalous messages in new 

log files using the inferred grammar as a catalog of valid traces and present a reporting program 

to extract the instances of specified message categories from the log files. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter provides an introduction to the research work we have undertaken. It gives the 

general idea of our research and introduces the problem we have attempted to tackle. Section 1.1 

gives the motivation for our work and Section 1.2 states the research problem/ Hypothesis. 

Section 1.3 outlines the contributions of our work and Section 1.4 gives an outline of the thesis. 

 

1.1. Motivation 

 

The dawn of the personal computing era and the unprecedented growth of the internet has 

resulted in data of all kinds being exchanged over an array of networks. Corporations of all sizes 

rely heavily on networks to maintain their competitive edge and to keep their businesses running 

steady. Whereas this phenomenon has resulted in increased network access and reduced costs for 

corporations, it has also resulted in increased malicious attacks in order to acquire confidential 

and sensitive data and information. Data protection has, hence, never been more important and to 

keep networks secure has become imperative.  

 

Analyzing log files is an important defense mechanism against these attacks. Log files 

provide a record of the activities being carried out on web servers, application servers, 

deployment servers and so on. The log entries in a log file provide information about applications 

being executed, the users executing them, the date and time of execution and other similar 

information. Analyzing these logs would help in detecting anomalous or malicious activities 

being carried out on the servers. In addition, the information in log files is useful for a variety of 

other purposes such as summarizing the usage pattern of applications, determining the kind of 

users accessing services, checking the status of services overtime, determining the kinds of 

malicious activities. All of these activities require that the message forms in the files be 

categorized so that a summary can be generated for the format of the log file for further analysis. 

 

However, the data contained in log files is huge in its sheer size and typically contains 

hundreds and thousands of lines. To analyze and categorize such large sets of data manually, for 
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anomaly detection or reporting purposes, is tedious and nearly impossible. Automated analysis 

tools aid in detecting anomalies and in categorizing messages in the log files. 

 

Traditional log analyzers look for pre defined patterns of anomalous activity, such as 

failed password attempts or hardware failure messages, in the log files and report them to the 

user. These techniques are limited in their capacity to detect new attacks for which signatures are 

not yet defined. Furthermore, the categorization of messages is mostly done by correlating 

messages generated by specific applications or by correlating messages by time.  

 

 Hence from the current viewpoint, log file analyzers are mostly lexical, ad hoc and non 

adaptive. There is a need for log analysis methods which not only detect existing attacks but are 

also adaptive to new attacks. The log analyzer should be flexible enough to categorize the 

messages present in a log file irrespective of constraints such as time or executed processes. This 

is the motivation for our work. 

 

1.2. Research Problem/Hypothesis 

 

The problem we are addressing in this research is that of proposing a log file analysis 

technique which categorizes the diverse set of log messages and can detect known and unknown 

anomalies in the log file. We explore the use of grammar inference for the purpose of message 

categorization and anomaly detection. 

 

 Different methods have already been proposed for analyzing anomalous behavior in log 

files. These techniques can be broadly classified into fault detection and anomaly detection. Fault 

detection techniques look for previously enumerated anomalous signatures in log files and take 

action if entries in the log file match the predefined signatures [43, 44, 45, 64, 66 ,67].  Anomaly 

detection techniques work by cataloging the normal behavior of the system and then flagging any 

entry in the log file which does not conform to the catalogued behavior. The catalogued behavior 

is usually a system profile obtained by observing previous valid data sets (log files) [42].  

 

Different techniques have been used in order to determine the normal behavior from data 

sets, the most popular ones being data mining based techniques [68, 69, 70]. These techniques 
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mine frequently occurring patterns from log files in order to create a system profile of valid traces 

and are based on the concept of supervised learning. In supervised learning, the system profile is 

created by either working with pre-classified data sets in which attack messages are already 

marked or by assigning log messages to previously defined message categories [38]. Manually 

marking the training set for malicious log message is time consuming, especially considering the 

fact that even a smaller log file contains hundreds of lines of log messages.  

 

Similarly, pre determining message categories in order to assign messages is not 

reasonable because if the pre determined categories are not representative enough, we could end 

up with a lot of messages which cannot be assigned to any of the categories. Hence in order to 

make up the pre determined message categories, we will need quite a lot of information about the 

training data set. 

 

 We propose the use of grammar inference to categorize the valid and invalid messages in 

a log file and for the purpose of anomaly detection. A grammar for a particular data set would 

mean defining the language and hence the set of acceptable objects for that particular data set 

[11]. Hence it follows naturally that inferring the grammar from the training set of log files would 

give us the language of the log files, i.e., all the message that will be considered valid in the 

context of the particular log files. 

  

 We use parsing and source transformation to infer the log file grammar. Once we have a 

comprehensive grammar for the log files, which represents the valid messages in the log files, we 

use source transformation and parsing to detect unknown anomalous messages in the log files, 

which would be all messages that cannot be generated by the log file grammar. 

  

Furthermore, we show that parsing techniques are also efficient in generating reports 

once we have the comprehensive grammar for the log files. The traditional report generating 

software systems are largely lexical and not flexible. The use of parsing makes the task of 

reporting very simple, easy and straightforward as the forms to be reported already have a 

grammatical representation. 
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1.3. Contributions 

 

The main aim of this research is to use source transformation and parsing techniques to 

obtain a categorization of log messages, to propose a flexible, generic and adaptive method for 

log file reporting and to detect anomalies in log messages. 

 

Specific contributions include: 

 

 An automated method to infer a comprehensive grammar from training log files. 

 An automated method to generate a system profile/ catalog which enumerates the normal 

behavior of the system. 

 A method to categorize the messages present in a log file. 

 An anomaly detection method based on parsing techniques. 

 A reporting program which reports on the occurrences of a specified message in a log file 

and lists the corresponding instances of the message. 

 A flexible log file reporting method based on parsing techniques. 

 

1.4. Outline of the thesis 

 

The thesis is organized as follows: 

 

 Background information regarding log file analysis, grammar inference, source 

transformation and related technologies along with anomaly detection is given in 

chapter 2. In addition, this chapter also examines the related work carried out for 

anomaly detection in log files. 

 

 An overview of the software system we have implemented is given in Chapter 3. An 

illustration of the architecture diagram and the different stages in it is also given, 

along with a brief explanation of the stages. 
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 Chapter 4 gives a detailed explanation of the system and its implementation. The 2 

phases of the system and the stages within them is covered in detail. 

 

 The system evaluation by means of different experiments is explained in Chapter 5. 

The results of the experiment are also given in this chapter. 

 

 Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis and gives the limitations of the research work and 

future work. Future work that can be undertaken is also discussed. 
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Chapter 2 
Background 

 

This chapter outlines the background information pertinent to better understand the scope 

of the research we have undertaken. An introduction to the problem of log file analysis is given in 

section 2.1. The log file analysis technique we propose is based on grammar inference. A brief 

overview of grammars and grammar inference is given in section 2.2. We use source 

transformation for grammar inference and anomaly detection, therefore, an overview of source 

transformation and the related technologies is given in section 2.3. Section 2.4 gives an overview 

of the related work in log file analysis and anomaly detection and finally, Section 2.5 summarized 

the chapter. 

 

2.1. Log File Analysis 

 

The last two decades have seen an unprecedented increase in the usage of information 

technology. Data of all kinds is exchanged over a variety of different networks, ranging from 

company wide LAN networks to public hub wireless access networks. With the increase in the 

exchange and use of data over these networks, there is a corresponding increase in breach and 

network intrusion attempts in order to acquire confidential and personal information. Network 

and data security have, hence, become a very important subject both in the research and the 

practical computing community. 

 

Log files provide an accessible record of activities on different kinds of servers, such as 

the application server, the data server etc. Log files are typically very large files as they record a 

myriad of activities on the server and contain a lot of information in the form of server generated 

messages. These messages contain useful information and specify, for example, what applications 

were executed on the server, at what time and by what user. A portion of a server generated log 

file is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

.  
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Figure 2.1: Example log file 

 

As shown in Figure 2.1, the messages in a log file are of various different kinds 

representing different activities on the server. Furthermore, each unique message kind will have 

hundreds, even thousand of instances in the log file with minor variations to the generic structure. 

These messages can be used for a variety of purposes by the system administrator, including (but 

not limited to) reporting, anomaly detection, intrusion detection, performance monitoring, etc. 

 

Our work focuses on three main tasks a system administrator would typically perform on 

the log files, namely:  

 

  – Categorization of log messages 

  – Reporting  

  – Anomaly detection 

 

All of the above mentioned activities tend to be long and strenuous for the system 

administrator; not only because of the sheer amount of data present in them, but also due to the 

lack of a generic structure for the log files. As an example, for the purpose of anomaly detection, 

a system administrator would have to:  

 

– Identify the unique structure (format, layout and different parts) of the messages present 

in the log file by going through the messages manually. 
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- Go through thousands of message instances to look for ones that correspond to known 

anomalous signatures. 

 

In addition, the task of anomaly detection is limited to detecting only those anomalies for 

which the administrator already has a set of predefined anomaly signatures (or misuse patterns). 

In order to detect anomalous behavior, the system administrator would have to further analyze the 

files, possibly fully manually, to identify behavior which deviates from the norm but does not 

have a known anomalous signature. 

 

There could be several different kinds of anomalies present in a log file representing 

different threats / problems in the system. For instance, an anomaly might be an attempt by a user 

to start an un-authorized process (by the administrator) on the server or an attempt to connect to 

the server by an unknown user. 

 

From the viewpoint of anomaly detection, ‘anomalous behavior’ is any log entry which 

deviates from the catalogued ‘normal’ behavior. The catalogued normal behavior would be a list 

of the kind of entries considered normal for the log file. 

 

In order to understand anomaly detection, consider Figure 2.2 to represent the normal 

catalogued behavior for a log file in TXL notation [46]. This implies that all entries in a log file 

must confirm to the structure of Form12 in order to be considered normal. In other words all 

entries must have a ‘local date’ followed by a ‘local time’ followed by the keyword ‘localhost’ 

and so on.  

 
define Form12 

[local_date] [local_time] 'localhost  'CRON  '[ [sessionId] '] ': ([ServerName]) 

'session  'closed  'for  user[username]  

end define 

  Figure 2.2: Example Catalogued Normal Entry 

 

All entries in Figure 2.3 would be considered normal, since they are in conformity with 

the catalogued normal structure ‘Form12’ shown in Figure 2.2. 
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  Figure 2.3: Example of normal entries 

 

The log entry shown in Fig 2.4, on the other hand, will be flagged as an anomalous entry, 

since it contains the keyword ‘remotehost’ instead of ‘localhost’ after the local time. 

 

 
  Figure 2.4: Example of an anomalous entry 

 

The example in Figure 2.4 can be seen as a breach in the system by accessing it through a 

remote host, whereas the system administrator had only defined access via local hosts . 

 

The task of categorization is that of determining the different kinds of unique messages 

present in a log file and what they look like. Figure 2.5 gives an example categorization of the 

messages present in a log file. The categorization shows the structure of the various forms of 

messages that can be expected in a log file. The categorized messages are represented in TXL 

[46]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jun 14 09:09:01 remotehost CRON[18344]:(pam unix)session closed for user 

Unexpected/Anomalous entry
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define Form1 
[local_date] [local_time] 'localhost  'su  '[ [sessionId] '] ': '+ [filepath] 'root  
': 'root 

end define 

define Form2 

[local_date] [local_time] 'localhost  'su  '[ [sessionId] '] ': ([ServerName]) 

'session 'closed 'for user[username]  

end define 

define Form3 

[local_date] [local_time] 'localhost 'sshd  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 'Accepted  'password 

'for ‘user2 'from [ipAddress] [port] 'ssh2  

end define 

define Form4 

  [local_date] [local_time] 'localhost  'sudo  ': 'user2 ': 'TTY= [filepath] '; 'PWD= 

  [filepath] '; 'USER= 'root '; 'COMMAND= [filepath]  

end define 

  Figure 2.5: Example Categorization of a log file  

. 

A categorization of this kind gives the user / system administrator insight on what 

structures the log file contains. 

 

2.2. Grammatical Inference Background 

 

In this section we first explain formal grammars, then we move on to explaining the 

grammar inference/induction problem and finally we discuss the different approaches or 

methodologies that have been used for grammar inference/induction. 

 

2.2.1. Formal Grammars 

 

A grammar is the precise definition of a language, that is of a set of strings over some 

alphabets. In the classical formalization proposed by Noam Chomsky [7, 8], a grammar is 

formally defined as the ordered quad-tuple (N, Σ, P, S), where  

 

 N = Finite set of non-terminal 

 Σ = A finite set of terminal symbols that is disjoint from N. 

 P = Finite set of production rules, each of the form 
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where * is the Kleene star operator and U denotes set union. In essence, these production rules 

map from one string of symbols to another, where the first string contains at least one non-

terminal symbol. 

 S = A distinguished symbol termed as the start symbol, where . 

 

The language of a formal grammar is denoted as L (G) and is defined as all strings over Σ 

that can be generated by starting with the start symbol S and applying the production rules in P 

until no more non-terminal symbols are present. 

 

In 1956, Noam Chomsky formalized grammars and classified them into types known as 

the Chomsky Hierarchy [8]. What differentiates these types is the strictness of the production 

rules and the formal languages they can express. Increasingly strict production rules can express 

fewer formal languages. The difference between these types is that they have increasingly strict 

production rules and can express fewer formal languages. From this classification two types are 

most often used, namely context free grammars (Type 2) and regular grammars ( Type 3), 

primarily because parsers for them can be efficiently implemented [17]. The languages that can 

be described by using these grammars are called context-free languages and regular languages. 

As an example, a finite state machine can recognize all regular languages and useful subsets of 

context-free languages can be recognized by LL parsers and LR parsers [18]. 

 

A context-free grammar (CFG) [23] is a grammar in which the left-hand side of each 

production rule consists of only a single non-terminal symbol.  In regular grammars, the left hand 

side of each production is still in a single non-terminal and the right hand side is also restricted. 

The right hand side may be the empty string, or a single terminal symbol, or a single terminal 

symbol followed by a non-terminal symbol, but nothing else.  

 

Grammars are often referred to as a restructuring system or phrase structure grammar in 

the literature [9, 10]. A grammar essentially describes which of the possible sequences of symbols 

(strings) in a language actually constitute valid words or statements in that language, but it does 
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not describe their ‘semantics’, i.e. what they mean. A grammar is usually regarded as a means to 

generate all valid strings of a language. 

 

2.2.2. Grammatical Induction/ Inference 

 

Grammar inference or grammar induction is the process of learning a formal grammar 

form a set of observation objects/data resulting in the construction of a model which accounts for 

the characteristics of the observed objects/data. The formal grammar usually represents this data 

in the form of rewrite rules.  

 

According to Sakakibara [1], grammatical inference is an inductive inference problem 

where the target domain is a formal language and the representation class is a family of 

grammars. The task of learning is that of identifying a (correct) grammar for the unknown target 

language, given a finite number of examples of the language. 

 

Gold [11] gives an example of grammar inference. Suppose a language with the letters a and 

b in its vocabulary and the definition that the number of a's is positive and even. The grammar is 

described as: 

 

 V = { S, A, a, b} 

 T =  { a, b} 

 R = { S  AA,  

               A  AAA,  

               A  a,  

               A  bA, 

               A  Ab} 

 

Having the set T and some examples (positive and negative) from the target 

language, the problem of grammatical inference is to identify the set R.  

  

Grammatical inference has been researched extensively in the past decades as eminent 

part of artificial intelligence, dating back to the 1960’s. Gold [2] started the study and introduced 
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the notion of identification in the limit in order to construct a formal model of human language 

acquisition. Since then, extensive research work has been carried out to establish a theory of 

grammatical inference and to find efficient methods for inferring grammars. Grammar inference 

has been applied to solve problems in a broad array of practical areas, ranging from natural 

language processing [3, 4] to computational biology [5, 6]. Furthermore, the theories of 

grammatical inference have been applied in areas of speech recognition [12], automatic creation 

of programming language tools [13] and syntactic pattern recognition [14, 15]. A common use of 

recovering grammar in software engineering is for the purpose of creating analysis and 

modification tools. Compiler and language tools aid in semi-automatic of inference grammar in 

such cases [16]. In areas outside the software engineering domain, grammars are used as an 

efficient representation of artifacts that are inherently structural and/or recursive (e.g. neural 

networks, structured data and patterns). 

 

2.2.3. Grammar Inference Methodologies 

 

It was proven by Gold in 1978 that the identification of an automaton from given positive 

and negative examples is NP- hard [11]. If both negative and positive samples are used, the 

Chomsky hierarchy languages can be identified in the limit. We can intuitively understand Gold’s 

theorem by considering that the generalization from positive samples would be an automaton that 

accepts all strings. The use of positive samples yields uncertainty as to when the generalization 

steps should be stopped. Hence, this would naturally lead us to impose some restriction on the 

generalization process. Research has been conducted on learning algorithms to exploit the 

knowledge of negative samples, structural information, or restrict grammars to some subclasses, 

such as linear grammars, k-bounded grammars, structurally reversible languages, terminal 

distinguishable context-free languages, etc) [19] where identification in the limit is possible only 

from positive samples. 

 

Traditional Methodologies  

 

As grammar inference crosscuts a variety of diverse disciplines and is being researched in 

numerous fields of scientific research, a number of different models have been established for 

learning from examples. According to Sakakibara [1], the computational learning theory has three 
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major established formal models for grammar inference: Gold’s model of identification in the 

limit [2], the query learning model by Angluin [21], and the PAC learning model by Valiant [22]. 

The models provide a learning protocol and a criterion for the success of learning.  

 

Gold [2] views learning as an infinite process and provides a model where by an infinite 

sequence of examples of the unknown grammar G is presented to the inference algorithm M and 

the eventual or limiting behavior of the algorithm is used as the criterion of success. Angluin [21] 

considers learning by means of a teacher available to answer specific kind of queries on the 

unknown grammar G; Angluin further devises an elegant formulation of such a teacher and 

learner paradigm. Valiant [22] proposes a learning model from random examples using a 

distribution independent model called probably approximately correct learning (PAC). 

 

Duda, Hart and Strok [24] propose a method of grammar induction which can be 

characterized as ‘hypothesis testing’ and is similar to Mitchel’s [25] version space algorithm. In 

this approach, grammar rules (productions) are successively guessed and tested against positive 

and negative observations.  The grammar rules which generate positive examples are 

incorporated in the rule set and rules which generate negative examples are discarded. For more 

substantial problems, however, the feasibility of such an unguided trial-and-error approach is 

questionable.  

 

In our research, we incorporate the concept of identification in the limit and use positive 

examples to learn the grammar and use negative examples to limit the inference process. We 

incorporate the Valiant concept of learning from random examples but do not use probably 

approximately correct learning (PAC). Furthermore, we use the ‘hypothesis testing’ idea 

proposed by Duda et. al, as we test our inferred grammar on each new iteration with the positive 

and negative samples (log files) to see what productions can be generated from the currently 

inferred grammar. Our approach differs from Duda et. al since rather than guessing, we employ 

active inference on each iteration. 
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Evolutionary Algorithms Based Methodologies 

 

Evolutionary algorithms evolve a representation of the grammar of a target language 

through some evolutionary process. The approach is based on the fact that formal grammars can 

easily be represented as a tree structure of productions and these tree structures can then be 

subjected to evolutionary operators. Evolutionary approaches for grammar induction are based on 

the genetic programming paradigm pioneered by John Koza [27]. Koza represented Lisp 

programs as trees and found analogues to the genetic operators within the standard set of tree 

operators. These analogues between the tree structured lisp representation and the representation 

of grammars as trees, made the application of genetic programming techniques possible for 

grammar induction. 

 

A lot of different approaches based on evolutionary algorithms have been proposed in the 

literature for grammar inference [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Crepinsek et. al [20] discusses the 

search space of context-free grammar induction and proposes a Brute Force approach to the 

problem of CFG induction. It was concluded that owing to the large search space, the exhaustive 

(brute-force) approach to grammar induction could only be applied to small positive samples. 

[28] extends the work and the authors used an evolutionary approach based on genetic 

programming, better construction of the initial population and enhanced by grammar specific 

heuristic operators to learn the CFG for small domain-specific languages [26]. Javed et. al  [29], 

extends the work from [20] and [28] to propose the use of derivation trees and syntax graphs in 

order to be able to infer a more comprehensive set of context-free grammars. 

 

Wyard [31] uses genetic algorithms to infer the context free grammar (CFG) for the 

language of correctly nested and balanced brackets. He explored the impact of different grammar 

representations and experimental results showed that an evolutionary algorithm using standard 

context-free grammars (BNF) outperformed other representations. Tsoulos and Lagaris [36] 

propose guiding the evolutionary grammar inference process by parsing positive and negative 

examples. 

 

 In our research, we use the idea of grammar evolution as we start with an initially empty 

grammar and successively move towards a comprehensive grammar with each iteration of the 
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grammar inference loop. We limit the search space by putting a limit on the number of training 

log files and by using negative log samples, i.e. ones which have errors in them. Our work does 

not directly employ genetic programming as used by Crepinsek et. al, as we do not use explicit 

tree evolutions. But we do represent the grammar internally as TXL tree representation and add 

new nodes to the tree as we learn new forms and grammatical elements with each iteration of the 

loop. Similar to Tsoulos and Lagaris, the evolutionary inference process is guided by parsing 

negative and positive examples. 

 

2.3. Source Transformation And Related Technologies 

 

We use source transformations and robust parsing to infer a grammar for the log files and 

to categorize log messages. For all of these tasks, we use a tool called TXL. 

 

2.3.1. TXL 

 

TXL [46] is a language used mainly for source code analysis and source transformation 

tasks. It is a hybrid functional / rule-based language with unification, implied iteration and deep 

pattern match. It transforms input using three phases. In the first phase, input is parsed into a 

parse tree according to a specified grammar. Transformations are applied to the parse tree in the 

second phase using specified transformation rules to yield a new parse tree. Finally the new parse 

tree is unparsed to generate the result of the transformation. This process is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

 
 

  Figure 2.6: The TXL Process. [46] 

 

Every TXL program consists of two components – the grammar that defines how the 

input should be parsed and the set of rules and functions that define the transformations to be 

performed. Figure 2.3 shows the structure of a typical TXL program. Grammar overrides are used 
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to extend the base grammar in order to allow for the parsing of the resultant output from 

transformations.  

 

                            
 Figure 2.7: The TXL program structure [47] 

 

Transformations are defined as a set of rules and functions applied to the input parse tree. 

The transformations are based on the match and replace principle. The rules and functions match 

patterns in the input parse tree and replace them with other patterns.  

The matched and replaced patterns are defined as a combination of terminal non-terminal 

symbols defined by the programmer. The set of transformations rules and functions can be used 

for repeatedly searching the scope for instances of the pattern and making a replacement.  

 

TXL finds uses in a broad range of areas, including programming language processing, 

program analysis and instrumentation, design recovery and architecture extraction from source 

code, security analysis and prevention of buffer overflow exploits, database and document 

processing and many other areas [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]   

 

2.3.2 Robust Parsing Using Island Grammars 

 

Robust parsing allows for dealing with situations in which the incoming source code 

contains errors or other unexpected content. This situation occurs in many software engineering 

contexts where the source code or source artifact contains a variety of unexpected data, such as 

syntax errors and/or language dialects.  
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Island grammars are grammars that contain detailed productions (rules) describing the 

language constructs of interest, and generic productions that capture the remainder. Island 

grammars have the ability to separate the text to be parsed in two general categories—interesting 

islands, and uninteresting water. Definitions making up both categories can then be enhanced and 

refined to achieve desired parsing results. Island grammars are good at extracting multiple, and 

potentially very dissimilar, features from the input documents that are parser-unfriendly because 

of errors or uninteresting input [58]. Island grammars provide for nesting of islands within 

islands, which in turn enables processing of languages that are arbitrarily nested within each 

other. 

 

The concept of island grammars was originally introduced by van Deursen [54] and 

Moonen [55], and has been used in the past for lightweight and/or robust analysis and data 

extraction [57]. The concept was originally researched and developed in the speech understanding 

community [56]. Synytskyy et. al [58] use island grammars for parsing multiple languages 

present in the source code robustly. By devoting island (or several islands) to each language that 

can be expected in the parse, separate languages were extracted from the input without mix-ups. 

A grammar is presented to robustly parse ASP documents which contain three languages—

HTML, Visual Basic and JavaScript. 

 

 In our research work, we use island grammars to isolate known and unknown messages 

in the log file; and robust parsing to be able to parse individual log messages which contain 

unknown structures. Similar to Synytskyy et. al, we view the input stream as being a mixture of 

known structures as islands and unknown structures as being water. In our case, however, we are 

interested in the water elements on each iteration as they define the new structures found in the 

log file and must be isolated and reported to the system administrator or user. 

 

2.4. Related Work 

 

In this section we will first look at previous work that has been done on log file analysis. 

Later on we will discuss what work has been carried out on analyzing log files for anomalies. 
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2.4.1. Previous work on Log File analysis  

 

Log files have been analyzed in the past for a variety of purposes, such as system 

maintenance, software testing and validation, and for anomaly detection.  

 

Analyzing log files for System Maintenance 

 

Peng, Li and Ma [38] look at mining system log files for automatic management. System 

log files are mined by acquiring the needed knowledge automatically from a large 

amount of historical log data, possibly from different types of information sources such 

as system errors, resource performance metrics, and trouble ticket text records. Text 

mining techniques are applied to categorize messages in log files into common situations 

and categorization accuracy is improved by considering the temporal characteristics of 

log messages. The set of categories includes start, stop, dependency, create, connection, 

report, request, configuration, and other. The category start deals with the start-up 

process of the component, the category stop deals with the exit process and so on. 

Visualization tools are utilized to evaluate and validate the interesting temporal patterns 

for system management. 

 

Our log file analysis technique differs from this as we do not assign messages to 

predetermined message categories, rather we assign a unique message category for a 

class of messages. 

 

Analyzing Log files for Software testing 

 

Log files have been used for the purpose of debugging in software systems (event-based 

debugging).  Andrews [59, 60, 61] proposes the use of parallel state machine 

specification to check log files. It is assumed that the software under test writes a text log 

file, which is then analyzed by a log file analyzer program to see if it reveals failures. 

Andrews suggests a state-machine-based formalism for specifying the log file analyzer 

programs and describes a language, called LFAL (Log File Analysis Language), based on 

the formalism. Andrews demonstrates that a collection of simple state-machine 
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specifications in the LFAL can be used as test oracles for log files generated from a 

diverse set of application domains. Andrews shows, via empirical studies and 

comparison, that the performance and effectiveness of random unit testing with coverage 

checking and log file analysis is competitive with other formal and informal methods for 

unit testing. 

 

Feather [62, 63] proposes a variant of log file analysis using a database system as the 

underlying reasoning engine. In this approach, the log is loaded into a database and the 

specified properties are stated as database queries. The database query engine is used in 

lieu of a special-purpose program for checking test oracles.  

 

 

2.4.2. Related work on Anomaly detection in log files 

 

Log file monitoring techniques can be broadly categorized into fault detection (or misuse 

detection) and anomaly detection [42]. For fault detection, a database of anomalous message 

patterns is enumerated by the domain expert. Action is taken based on the messages in log files 

being matched to specific patterns from the database. Anomaly detection tries to look for 

anomalous behavior based on the learning of its previous training experience with patterns 

assumed as normal. We will first discuss work done on fault detection and then the work done on 

anomaly detection. 

 

Fault detection 

 

A variety of different analysis tools have been developed in the past for detecting faults 

in log files.  [37] categorizes the intrusion detection methods used in these tools as Pattern 

Matching, Stateful pattern matching, Protocol Decode based analysis, Heuristic based analysis 

and Anomaly detection.  
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Pattern Matching 

 

Pattern matching looks for a fixed sequence of bytes in the content of the network traffic 

or log file. This approach is rigid and is most widely used because of its ease of 

implementation.  

 

Swatch [43], Logsurfer [44] and SEC [45] and Snort [64] are examples of tools that use 

pattern matching for fault detection. Snort [64] is a highly successful light-weight, open-

source network intrusion detector with log analyzer. It contains a huge rule set which 

enumerates known attacks. The rule set is maintained and programmed by a diligent 

expert’s community. 

 

 

Stateful Pattern Matching 

 

Stateful pattern matching searches for patterns within the context of the entire network 

stream rather than just looking into a single atomic packet. Ilgun et. al [67] propose a 

method for intrusion detection called state transition analysis [STAT] which represents 

the sequence of actions that an attacker performs to achieve a security violation. A state 

transition diagram identifies the requirements for the penetration and lists only those 

critical events that must occur for the successful completion of the penetration. The 

information contained in a system’s audit trail (a log file) is used as input to the analysis 

tool, which then compare the state changes produced by the user to the state transition 

diagrams of known penetrations. 

 

Vigna et. al [66] extend the work on STAT, and propose an integrated approach that 

performs intrusion detection using Stateful analysis of multiple event streams. They 

describe a tool called WebSTAT, that operates on multiple event streams and it is able to 

correlate both network-level and operating system-level events with entries contained in 

server logs. 
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Protocol Decode based analysis 

 

Protocol Decode based analysis can be considered as an intelligent extension to the 

Stateful pattern matching techniques, in that they looks for violations to the RFCs or to 

pre-defined standards. 

 

Heuristic-based analysis 

 

Heuristic-based analysis flags alarms based on some type of algorithmic logic. These 

algorithms are often statistical evaluations of the type of network traffic being analyzed 

 

The fault detection techniques are limited in there capacity to detect flaws or anomalies 

unknown to the domain expert. Another problem of fault detection is that of finding a domain 

expert and maintaining the database is another issue with fault detection. Also in case of fault 

detection in log files, the tools and techniques mentioned above more so serve the purpose of 

generating reports from the log files rather than employing learning techniques to learn the 

structure of the log file content.  

 

In our research work, we primarily focus on anomaly detection and on defining a 

catalogue of valid system behavior. But we can also take the converse approach and use fault 

detection by cataloguing abnormal behavioral patterns and then searching the log files for 

instances of these patterns.  

.  

Anomaly detection 

 

Anomaly detection works by creating a system profile which reflects normal system 

activity. Any messages in the log file which deviate from normal profile are indicated as 

anomalous. In order to catalogue normal behavior, a variety of knowledge acquisition techniques 

have been proposed, with data mining techniques being the most common and frequent choices 

[68, 69, 70]. 
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Mannila et. al [68] present an algorithms for the discovery of all frequent episodes from a 

given class of episodes in a sequence of events. An episode is described as “a collection of events 

that occur relatively close to each other in a given partial order”. Once these episodes are known, 

rules are enumerated for describing or predicting the behavior of the sequence. The sequence of 

events can be listed in the form of a log file generated by the system, an application server or any 

other kind of event logging mechanism. 

 

Klemettinen [69] presents a method for semi-automatic discovery of patterns in alarm 

databases based on the discovery of episode rules and association rules. Episode rules describe 

temporally related sets of alarms, while association rules describe statistical properties of single 

alarms without taking temporal relationships into account.  

 

Vaarandi [42] proposes the use of clustering algorithm for detecting frequent line patterns 

from log files in order to build log file profiles and to identify anomalous log file lines. The 

algorithm works in three steps: First a pass is made over the data to build a data summary, then 

another pass is made to build cluster candidates using the summary information collected in the 

first pass and finally, clusters are selected from the set of candidates. The algorithm is 

implemented by building a toolkit called SLCT. 

 

 Stearley [39] uses Informatic analysis to detect subtle anomalies in the syslog message 

stream. Bioinformatic-inspired Teiresias algorithm [40] is used to automatically classify sys-log 

messages and compare it to an existing log analysis tool (SLCT) [42]. The Teiresias algorithm 

has been applied for security anomaly detection [41]. Furthermore, use of occurrence statistics is 

described to group time-correlated messages, and a simple graphical user interface for viewing 

analysis results is presented. Example analyses of syslogs from three independent clusters were 

presented.  

 

 Kruegel and Vigna [65] proposes an anomaly detection system that detects web-based 

attacks in web server log files by taking into account the specific program that is invoked using 

the web query. Parameters of the HTTP web queries are compared with established profiles that 

are specific to the program or active document being referenced.  
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Zhang and Zulkernine [73] explore the use of unsupervised learning techniques in order 

to detect anomalies from data or log files that are not attack free. Random forest algorithms are 

used on network traffic data in order to build a pattern of network services. Intrusions are then 

detected by determining outliers in these service patterns.  

 

Our work differs from all of the above mentioned techniques as we use source 

transformation and parsing technology to generate a system profile and to look for anomalies. 

Source transformation provides for a more loosely coupled analysis and the use of parsing 

techniques yields substantial advantages over other mentioned techniques, as the generated 

grammar file is comprehensive yet lose enough to incorporate a variety of different reporting 

purposes. Furthermore, the generated grammar file can represent both valid and invalid log traces 

of the system and hence, can be used for both fault detection and anomaly detection.  

 

Like Mannila et. al. Klemettinen, we enumerate rules to predict the behavior of the event 

stream ( log in our case), but we do not analyze the event stream in regard to temporal 

relationships. Like Vaarandi, we make multiple passes over the input file to summarize the data, 

but we use generalization rather than clustering to mine the frequent patterns. Furthermore, unlike  

Kruegel and Vigna’s approach of having a more focused anomaly detection, our work tends to be 

more generic and is not bound to any particular set of invoked programs or activities on the web 

server. 

 

2.5. Summary 

 

In this chapter we presented the necessary background required to understand the scope 

of our research work. Pertinent work on log file analysis and anomaly detection in log files was 

presented. In the next chapter we look at architecture of our proposed system. 
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Chapter 3 

An Adaptive System For Log File Analysis 

 

The main goal of our work is to develop an approach by which we can categorize 

different forms of messages in log files and perform reporting, analysis and anomaly detection 

tasks on the files. The motivation for this work is to research a flexible, adaptive and generic way 

by which these tasks can be performed. We use source transformation to infer and generate a 

grammar from the log files which provides a categorized view of the forms in the log files and 

provides the basis for a variety of reporting, analysis and anomaly detection tasks. 

 

In this chapter we introduce the general structure and overall approach of our system.  A 

brief overview of the architecture of the system is given in Section 3.1. This is followed by an 

overview of the steps taken in the transformation process in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3 

summarizes the chapter. 

 

3.1. Architecture of the System  

 

The architecture of the software system is illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The figures 

give an overview of the system, outlining the various different parts and how they interact with 

each other. Each block shaded in grey in the figures corresponds to a source transformation 

program. The system is composed of 2 phases: a training phase shown in Figure 3.1 and a 

deployment phase illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

 

Depending on the implementation platform of the system, the training phase 

transformations can be run as a batch file or shell script. The input to the training phase is a 

number of correct log files (the training set) passed through the training system one by one. For 

the purpose of our system, correct files are those log files that have been analyzed manually and 

do not have any errors or malformed message entries in them. Furthermore, the entries in these 

log file are representative of the kind of entries to be expected in log files of the same nature. On 

each run, transformations are applied to infer the grammar from the log file entries (shown as 
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grammar inference in Figure 3.1) and to output a grammatical categorization of the log entries ( 

shown as categorization and grammar generation in Figure 3.1). The generated grammatical 

forms are tuned by a user or system administrator and are added to the intermediate representative 

grammar file, which serves as a catalogues for all message forms that have been identified to this 

point (indicated by Tuning in Figure 3.1). The training process stops when all log files in the 

training set have been run through the system. The final outcome of the training phase is a 

complete representative grammar for log files of the kind in the training set. 

 

Once the training phase yields a representative grammar for the log files, reporting and 

anomaly detection can be performed on them in the deployment phase. 

  

For anomaly detection, the system takes as input a log file and the complete 

representative grammar generated for the log file during the training phase. It then applies 

transformations on it to report anomalous messages found in the input log files. For our purposes, 

a message that cannot be parsed using the form definitions in the representative grammar 

constitutes anomalous behavior and is reported by the system. 

 

For reporting, the system takes as input a log file along with the representative grammar 

and the type of report desired. One example of a report is the number of occurrences of a 

particular form. Transformations are then applied to the input log file to generate the desired 

report from the information in the log file. 

. 
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Figure 3.1: System Diagram (Training Phase) 
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Figure 3.2: System Diagram (Deployment Phase) 
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3.2. Overview of the Transformation Steps 

 

Training Phase: 

 

The entire training phase is broken down into 5 different stages as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Source transformations are used in the first four stages and the last one involves interaction with a 

system administrator/user. The first two stages represent the grammar inference process, the next 

two stages represent the categorization and grammar generation process and finally, the last stage 

corresponds to tuning. 

 

In the first stage, all message entries in the individually fed input log files are normalized 

to a standard forms. An example is that all dates are normalized to Jan 01. 

 

The second stage reduces the normalized message entries to a minimal set of unique 

entries. Entries which look similar in term of structure and layout are merged and only those 

entries with sufficient amount of structural difference in them are left. The minimal set of unique 

entries represents our inferred grammar for the log file. Chapter 4 talks about this stage in detail. 

 

The third stage takes the unique log entries as input and replaces those structures in the 

entries for which we have a TXL grammatical representation. Details about what basic TXL 

structures are defined, how they are searched and replaced in the log files is given in Chapter 4. 

 

The fourth stage completes the grammar generation process and generates categories for 

the log entries, which are represented in terms of a combination of TXL grammatical structures. 

 

In Step 5, a user or system administrator analyzes categorization of forms and tunes them. 

The tuning could involve collapsing different forms into one or modifying certain forms. Details 

follow in the next chapter. 

 

For Example, if the input to the training phase is a log file as shown in fig. 3.3, than the 

grammar generated after running the training phase once (without the tuning) would be as shown 

in figure 3.4. 
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  Figure 3.3: Sample Input log file for the training phase 

 

 
   

Figure 3.4: Generated grammar for the input log file shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Deployment Phase: 

 

As illustrated in figure 3.2., the deployment phase consists of two systems: (1) anomaly 

detection, analysis and feedback and (2) reporting. 

 

The anomaly detection process consists of three transformation steps:  Unknown form 

detection, unknown form reduction and unknown form generation / categorization.  
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In the first transformation step, the input files is parsed by using the representative 

grammar and all entries which could not be parsed as known forms become output as unknown 

forms. 

The second step reduces all unknown forms to a minimal set of unique unknown forms.  

Parts of the unknown message entries for which there are TXL grammatical structures defined are 

replaced with the defined structures in Step 3. The grammar generation process is also completed 

in this stage and the unique unknown forms are categorized. 

 

A user or system administrator analyzes the categorized unknown forms in the final step 

and decides whether these forms are indeed anomalous, or they are accepted as valid message 

forms, in which case they become part of the complete representative grammar. 

 

As an example, the last log entry in Figure 3.5 would be considered anomalous based on 

the representative grammar in Figure 3.4. The expected after “changed” is “mode”, whereas the 

system finds a number. 

 

 
   

Figure 3.5: Snippet of log messages for Anomaly detection 

 

The reporting program takes a log file to be reported as input along with the complete 

representative grammar for it. Transforms are than applied to the log file to generate a report 

based on the forms specified by the user. As an example, if we want to report on the number and 

kind of occurrences of Form0 (shown in Figure 3.4) in the input log file shown in Figure 3.3, we 

get the report shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

 
  Figure 3.6: Example Report on Form0 for Input log file shown in Figure 3.3  
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3.3 Summary  

 

In this chapter, the software system developed in this research has been introduced. A 

high level view of the two phases and the transformation steps within them has been presented. 

The next chapter contains a detailed description of the different stages and describes 

implementation details. 
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Chapter 4 

Implementation of the System 

This chapter provides details about the steps taken during the training phase of the system 

to obtain a representative grammar for the training log files and a categorized view of all the 

messages present in them. The chapter then goes on to explain how the system is used, during the 

deployment phase, to detect anomalies in a log file and gives details about the transformation 

program used to generate reports on the log files.  

 

An overview of the training phase and its stages is given in Section 4.1. The description 

of each stage along with the implementation details is given in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 explains 

the iterative grammar refinement process and how it is used to obtain a complete representative 

grammar. Section 4.4 explains how the system is used, during the deployment phase, to detect 

anomalous messages in log files. It also gives the implementation details of the reporting 

program. Finally, Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter. 

 

4.1. Overview of the Training Phase 

 

The training phase is divided into five stages that are illustrated in Figure 3.1 in Chapter 

3. These stages are: 

 

1. Normalization 

2. Form Reduction 

3. Grammar generation 

4. Form Categorization 

5. Grammar tuning 

 

The first two stages, Normalization and Form Reduction, refer to the ‘grammar inference’ 

process. During this process, a grammar for a log file is inferred by generalizing over all set of 

messages in it. The first four stages are automated and are TXL transformations and the final 
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phase is a manual analysis. The system is implemented using TXL – Free TXL version 10.4e 

[46]. 

 

The system uses the ‘iterative refinement paradigm' to get a complete representative 

grammar for the set of training log files. In this paradigm, a problem is solved by starting off with 

an empty (or minimal) solution set and iteratively moving towards a complete solution for the 

problem. Accordingly, we begin with an empty grammar file and iteratively move towards a 

complete representative grammar file by adding new forms to the file with each iteration of the 

training phase. Each iteration of the training phase uses a different log file from the training set as 

input. The iterative grammar refinement process is stopped when all files in the training set have 

been run through the system and the representative grammar file is considered complete at that 

point. 

 
 

4.2. Detailed Description of the Training Phase Stages 

 

This section provides a detailed description of each stage in the training phase. A 

description of what is accomplished in each stage is given along with the corresponding input and 

output for the stage. An explanation of how source transformations are implemented in TXL for 

the first four stages is given and the tuning process in Stage 5 is explained. The source code for 

the transformations can be found in Appendix B. The system is explained by considering a single 

iteration of the training phase using the example log file shown in Figure 4.1. as input. 
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   Figure 4.1: Sample input log file 

 

4.2.1. Normalization 

 

This is the first stage of the training phase. In order to infer the grammar for a log file, we 

need to identify the parts in every log message that are understood and then generalize these parts 

to a standard representation. The understood parts are those parts of a log message for which 

there are token definitions in the ‘initial grammar’ file.  

 

In the normalization stage, the input log file is run through the transformation program 

and for each log message in the file, the understood parts are identified and replaced with their 

corresponding standard representation. As an example, all instances of [local_time] will be 

replaced by 00:00:00. 
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Identification of the Understood Parts 

 

We use island grammars and robust parsing to identify the ‘understood parts’ in each log 

file message. Island grammars are well suited for our purpose as they treat the input as being a 

combination of interesting elements and uninteresting elements. In our case, the interesting 

elements are the elements which have token definitions in the initial grammar file and 

Uninteresting elements are elements for which there are no token definitions.  

 

Robust parsing allows us to parse the log messages even though there might be structures 

in the messages for which there are no token definitions. This is possible because the grammar, 

which defines the input log file to the system, is an island grammar. By using robust parsing, the 

understood structures in the log message are parsed as islands and the non-understood structures 

are parsed as water. This way, the parser continues to parse the log message, even though there 

might be structures in the message which are not understood and that do not have a token 

definition. 

 

Implementation 

 

The identification of understood parts is done by parsing the input log file using the TXL 

grammar named ‘initial grammar’. An excerpt of the grammar is shown in Figure 4.2. 
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  Figure 4.2.: An excerpt of the Initial Grammar 
This Figure shows the TXL grammar which is used to parse the input log file. The input is parsed into 

tokens that are defined in the TXL grammar. In this Figure Session, ServerName, ipAddress etc. are all non 

terminals defined in the TXL grammar. By convention, the non terminal [program] is the goal symbol, the 

type as which the entire input should be parsed. 

 

 

The understood parts are derived by going through numerous training set log files and 

recognizing the structures that are common across a range of log messages. For example, most 

log files have a ‘date’, ‘time’ and a ‘sessionID’ structure in them.  

 

Once these common structures are identified, we code them as TXL non-terminal tokens. 

An excerpt of the definitions of a few understood structures is given in Figure 4.2. 
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  Figure 4.3: An excerpt of the definition of a few non terminals 

 

 

The input log file is parsed by the TXL parser into a repeat of ‘row’ structures, as shown 

by the grammar definition in Figure 4.2. Each row is a repeat of [word] and [word] could either 

be an [understoodPart], in which case it is an island in our island grammar, or it could be a 

[newPart], in which case it becomes the water in our grammar. 

 

An excerpt of the parse tree obtained when the input log file, shown in Figure 4.1., is 

parsed using the initial grammar is shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4: Data snippet from the parse tree obtained by parsing the input shown in 

                 Figure 4.1 using the grammar shown in Figure 4.2 
 The parse tree in this Figure shows how the input log file is parsed into tokens that are defined in  

our grammar. XML tags are used to delimit a non terminal element, and the main body of the tags  

shows the value of the non-terminal. 

 

We can always incorporate new understood structures in the grammar file by either 

overriding the existing definition of [understoodPart] and incorporating the new structure in the 

overridden definition; or by directly adding the definition for the new structure in the 

[understoodPart] non-terminal. 
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Replacing Understood parts with a Standard Representation 

 

Once the understood structures in the input log messages have been identified, they are 

replaced with a standard representation for that structure. For example, all ‘date’ structures are 

replaced with Jan 01, all time structures are replaced with 00:00:00 etc. By doing so, the log file 

messages are generalized so that they can be reduced to a minimal set of unique messages in the 

next phase.  

 

Implementation 

 

The main function of the TXL program which replaces the understood parts with their 

standard representation is shown in Figure 4.5. 

 
function main 

 replace [program] 

  P[program] 

 by 

  P[NormalizeSessionId] [NormalizeServerName][NormalizeLocal_date] 

   [NormalizeLocal_time][NormalizeIpAddress][NormalizeFilepath] 

   [NormalizeUserName][NormalizePort][NormalizeURL][NormalizeNumber] 

   [NormalizeAlphaNumber][NormalizeNumericAlpha][NormalizeXMLTags] 

end function 

 

 Figure 4.5.: Main function of the TXL program that replaces the understood parts  
This TXL function applies a set of functions to the parsed input tree. There is a normalizing 

function corresponding to each non terminal defined in the initial grammar file. 

 

For every understood structure, the main function applies a rule to the parsed input tree to 

replace all occurrences of the understood structure with its corresponding standard representation. 

The basic structure of all the rules is similar. An example rule to normalize the local time 

structure is shown in Figure 4.6.  
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rule NormalizeLocal_time 

 replace $ [local_time] 

  oldLocalTime[local_time] 

 by 

  00 ': 00 ': 00 

end rule 

                      

 Figure 4.6: A rule to Normalize the non-terminal ‘local_time’ 
This TXL rule replaces the occurrence of every ‘local_time’ non-terminal with the standard representation 

‘00:00:00’. Rules which replace other non terminal, defined in out initial grammar, have a very similar 

structure differing only by the name of the non terminal and the resultant standard representation. 

 

 

The rule searches its scope to replace every occurrence of [local_time] structure (the non 

terminal definition is shown in Figure 4.3.) with 00:00:00. The ‘$’ sign after the “replace” 

keyword makes the rule a single pass rule, indicating that the rule is applied only once to each 

match in the input parse tree. This is done to make sure that the rule terminates and does not keep 

matching and replacing [local_date] patterns infinitely. 

 

The rules for replacing other understood structures are very similar to that shown in 

Figure 4.6. The only changes are to the non-terminal type ([local_date] in the example) and the 

standard representation (00:00:00 in the example). 

 

The transformation when applied to the example log file show in Figure 4.1 yields the 

output shown in Figure 4.7. 
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  Figure 4.7: Input file after the Normalization 

 

4.2.2. Form Reduction 

 

The normalized log messages from the previous stage represent a generalized view of the 

log messages. These generalized messages are further reduced to a minimal set of unique 

messages in order to complete the inference process. We follow a very strict approach to reducing 

messages and consider two messages to be similar only if the following two conditions are met: 

 

1- The messages have the same layout. That is, the understood structures appear in the 

same lexical position and  

 

2- The messages have the exact same keywords appearing in the exact same lexical 

     positions.  
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Once it has been established that two messages are similar, the system merges them. This 

process is continued for all messages in the input log file. At the end, what remains is a minimal 

set of unique log messages. 

 

Messages can be reduced even further if less strict rules for reduction are employed. For 

instance, the number of remaining messages can be substantially reduced if two messages are 

merged even if they have different keywords appearing in the same position.  

 

While a less strict approach may lead to fewer messages, it makes the system less useful 

for anomaly detection. By following strict reduction rules, we ensure that any messages with the 

wrong layout or with keywords that have not previously been seen are detected as unknown 

messages by our system. The choice of reducing the messages further is left to the system 

administrator and is to be done during the tuning phase of our approach. 

 

For the input file shown in Figure 4.1., after running the reduction transformations, we 

get the reduced messages shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Reduced Messages from the input file shown in Figure 4.7. 

  

Implementation  

 

We reduce the normalized log messages and construct a list of unique messages by 

following an iterative approach. On each iteration, we pick a normalized message from the log 

file and check the file to see if there are any messages in the file that match the current message. 

All messages that match the current message are deleted and the current message is added to the 

list of unique messages. We then take the next normalized message in the log file and repeat the 

process. At the end of the process we are left with a list of unique messages. 

 

The rule shown in Figure 4.9 selects the first message from the file, adds it to the list of 

current messages and calls the rule [compareRowWithOthers] to look for the current message in 

the rest of the messages in the log file. 

 

The global variable UniqueRows is used to store the current list of unique messages 

discovered in the log file. The value of the variable is updated each time a new message is 

selected for matching with the rest of the messages in the log file.  
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% rule which compares rows with each other 

rule compareRows 

 replace [repeat row] 

 % break off the first row from the list 

  currentRow[row] restOfRows[repeat row] 

 % import the list of Unique rows 

 import UniqueRows [repeat row] 

 % add the current row to the list of unique rows 

 export UniqueRows  

   currentRow UniqueRows 

 by    % delete all rows that match the current row 

  restOfRows[compareRowWithOthers currentRow] 

end rule 

 

  Figure 4.9:  TXL rule which keeps track of Unique rows 
This TXL rule takes normalized messages from the input file, one at a time, and adds them to current list of unique 

rows. It applies the rule [compareRowWithOthers] to the rest of the messages to check for and replace any instances of 

the current message. 

 

The rule shown in Figure 4.10 looks for the current message in the log file and reduces 

any message which matches the current one. It reduces the messages by replacing the matching 

message with a blank row. 

 
% rule to reduce rows  

rule compareRowWithOthers firstRow[row] 

 % look for all rows that match the current row 

 replace $[row] 

  firstRow 

 by 

  % delete all rows that match the current one 

end rule 

           Figure 4.10: TXL rule that compares and reduces the rows 
 

This TXL rule searches its scope to see if there are any messages that match the pattern of the argument 

message. It then reduces the matched messages by replacing them with nothing. 

The ‘$’ makes the rule a single pass rule as one goes through the list of messages to look 

for the current message. 
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4.2.3. Grammar Generation 

 

Once the grammar inference process for the log file is complete and there is a minimal 

list of unique messages, we move on to the process of generating a TXL grammar for this 

minimal set. Each entry in the minimal set represents a unique message type in the input log file 

with a unique layout of known and unknown structures.  

 

The TXL grammar is generated by replacing each of the known structures in each of the 

unique messages by its corresponding non-terminal definition. For example, if during the parse of 

unique rows, the parser encounters the non-terminal [local_time], it will replace that non-terminal 

with ‘[local_time]’.  

 

When the grammar generation program is applied to the minimal unique messages shown 

in Figure 4.7., then the resultant generated grammar is as shown in Figure 4.10. 

 

 
 

 Figure 4.11: Grammar structures generated from the unique messages shown in  

Figure 4.8. 
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Implementation 

 

As TXL is a strongly typed language, the input and output types for each transformation 

rule have to be the same. The input type for this stage of the system is different than the output 

type. The input types are the non-terminals which were defined previously, as explained in 

Section 4.3.1.1., and the output type is the TXL grammar definitions for the non-terminals.  

 

The TXL programming language has provisions for grammar overrides and we used 

grammar overrides to bridge the gap between input/output so as to keep the data coherent when 

different input/output types co-exist. Figure 4.12 shows examples of overridden definitions for 

the non terminals [local_date] and [SessionId]. 
redefine local_time 

 ... 

 | '[ 'local_time '] 

end redefine 
redefine SessionId 

  ... 

  |   '' [SPOFF] 

   '[ [SPON] [SP] 

   '[  

   'sessionId  

   '] [SP] 

   '' [SPOFF] 

   '] [SPON] 

 end redefine 

                                         

Figure 4.12: Overridden definitions for the non terminals  

[local_date] and [SessionId]  
In TXL, previously defined non terminals can be overridden using the redefine statement. This Figure 

shows examples grammar overrides for the non-terminals [local_date] and [SessionId]. 

 

A separate override is needed for each structure for which there is a non-terminal 

definition in the initial grammar file. Hence, the grammar overrides are provided only for the 

island portion of the grammar. We do not provide overrides for the unknown structures found in 
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our system as these are the water elements in our system and are keywords that could contain 

information which might be useful in the anomaly detection part of our system.  

 

The main function which carries out the transformation is shown in Figure 4.13. 
function main 

 replace [program] 

  P[program]  

 

 by 

  P[changeLocalDate ][changeLocalTime ][changeIpAddress] 

  [changeFilepath][changeServerName][changeSessionId] 

  [changeRightParenthesis][changeLeftParenthesis] 

  [changeUserName][changePort][changeURL][changeNumberValue] 

  [changeIDValue][changeSimpleNumber][changeAlphaNumber] 

  [changeNumericAlpha][changeXMLTag] 

end function 

  Figure 4.13: The main TXL function for transforming known structures 
This TXL function applies a set of functions to the input parse tree to transform the known structures to 

their corresponding TXL definitions. A separate function is applied to replace each non terminal defined in 

the initial grammar file. 

 

We apply a separate rule to the input parse tree for each non-terminal defined in our 

grammar. The rules are applied successively to the input parse tree in order to replace the defined 

non terminals with the corresponding constructed grammar definitions. Examples of 2 such 

transformation rules to replace the non-terminal definitions of [local_date] and [SessionId] are 

shown in Figure 4.14.  

 

Again, the rules are single pass rules (indicated by ‘$’). The formatting for the output is 

very important for our transformation systems, as without proper formatting the data interchange 

between stages can become erroneous. We use TXL formatting queues to format the input and 

output data. As an example, the formatting queues used to override the definition for ‘SessionId’ 

are shown in Figure 4.14. 
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% rule that replaces local dates with its corresponding non terminal 

rule changeLocalDate 

 replace $ [word] 

 % look for all local date structures 

  _ [local_date] 

 by 

 % replace them with the non terminal definition  

  '[ 'local_date '] 

end rule 

% rule that replaces SessionId with its corresponding non terminal 

rule changeSessionId 

 replace $ [word] 

 % look for all SessionId structures 

  _ [SessionId] 

 By 

% replace them with the non terminal definition 

  '' 

  '[ 

  '[  

  'sessionId  

  '] 

  '' 

  '] 

end rule 

 Figure 4.14: Rule to replace ‘local_date’ and ‘SessionId’ with its grammatical  

definition 
This Figure shows examples of 2 rules used to replace non-terminals with their TXL grammatical 

definitions. The rules replace every occurrence of [local_date] and [SessionId] in the input log file with a 

constructed grammatical representation of the same. 

 

4.2.4. Categorization 

 

Once the structures in the reduced log messages have been replaced with their 

corresponding non terminals, the next stage is to complete the grammar generation process and to 

generate a categorized view of the reduced messages in the log files. 
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The categorization transforms, when applied to the generated grammar shown in Figure 

4.11, give us the categorized forms shown in Figure 4.15. 

 
define Form0 

    [local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': '- [filepath] '- 'unix [newline] 

end define 

define Form1 

    [local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': '- [filepath] [newline] 

end define 

define Form2 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': 'Security  'Warning  ': 'World 'Writable  

'files  'found  ': [newline] 

end define 

define Form3 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  'xinetd  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 'warning  ': 

[filepath] ', 'line [number] ': 'host [filepath] 'mismatch  ': [ipAddress] 

'! '= [filepath] [newline] 

end define 

define Form4 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  'xinetd  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 'libwrap  

'refused  'connection  'to  'ssh  '( 'libwrap= [id_value] ') 'from 

[ipAddress] [newline] 

end define 

define Form5 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  'xinetd  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 'START  ': 

'ssh  'pid= [number_value] 'from= [ipAddress] [newline] 

end define 

define Form6 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  'xinetd  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 'EXIT  ': 'ssh  

'pid= [number_value] 'duration= [number_value] ([ServerName]) [newline] 

end define 

define Form7 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  'xinetd  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 'FAIL  ': 'ssh  

'libwrap  'from= [ipAddress] [newline] 

end define 

Figure 4.15: An excerpt of the categorized view of the messages shown in  

Figure 4.11. 
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Implementation  

 

The main function which carries out the process of completing the grammar generation 

process and produces the categorized messages is shown in Figure 4.16. 
function main 

 replace [program] 

  P[program] 

  % extract all messages from input stream and apply rules to 

complete the grammar generations process 

  construct AllRows[repeat row] 

   _[^P][changeIDEquals][applyQuotesForToken] 

   

  % variable to keep count of the number of message forms observed 

  export numberOfTimes[number] 

   0 

  deconstruct not AllRows 

   % list should not be empty 

 

  construct defineStatements[repeat messageDefineStatement] 

   _ [makeDefineStatements each AllRows]  

   

 by 

  % list of all the categorized messages 

  defineStatements 

  

end function 

  Figure 4.16: Main function of the TXL program used to generate categories  

for log messages 

 

 

First, the reduced log messages are extracted from the input file by using the TXL extract 

function [^]. The extract function searches the input for all messages of type [row]. 

 

We then apply the rules [changeIDEquals] and [applyQuotesForTokens] on the extracted 

messages to complete the grammar generation process. The function [applyQuotesForTokens] 
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applies quotes to the water elements in our grammar, i.e. the elements which are parsed as 

[newPart].  

 

After the grammar generation process is complete, we move on to defining a separate 

category for each log message. This is done by passing each message to the function 

‘makeDefineStatements’. The function is shown in Figure 4.17. 

 
function makeDefineStatements currentRow[row] 

 replace [repeat messageDefineStatement] 

  currentList[repeat messageDefineStatement] 

  import numberOfTimes [number] 

  construct currentDefineStatement[messageDefineStatement] 

   'define 'Form numberOfTimes 

    currentRow '[ 'newline '] 

   'end 'define 

  % update the variable which keeps track of the observed message 

forms 

  export numberOfTimes 

   numberOfTimes[+1] 

 by 

  % update the list of message categories 

  currentList[.currentDefineStatement] 

end function 

 Figure 4.17: TXL Function to create message categories 

 

The function creates message categories by enclosing each input [row] in a TXL define 

statement. The structure which is used to construct the categories is shown in Figure 4.18. 
define messageDefineStatement 

 [NL] 

 'define [id] [SPOFF][number] [SPON][NL] 

  [IN] [SPOFF] [row] '[ 'newline '] [SPON][NL] 

 [EX] 'end 'define [NL] 

 [NL] 

end define 

  

Figure 4.18:  TXL structure used to store and output message categories  
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Each unique category is named as ‘Form[n]’, n being the number of messages that have 

been currently categorized. The TXL keywords [NL], [IN], [EX], [SPOFF] and [SPON] are 

formatting queues so that the output is properly formatted. 

4.2.5. Tuning 

 

This stage involves the interaction of a system administrator or user, who analyzes the 

generated message categories and modifies them. The typical tuning activities that are performed 

on the categorized messages are: 

 

• Renaming categories 

• Merging categories 

 

Renaming Categories 

 

The system administrator/user can rename the generated categories so that they better 

represent the messages in the log files. For example, the message categories shown in Figure 4.19 

can be renamed to message categories in Figure 4.20. 
define Form1 

    [local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': '- [filepath] [newline] 

end define 

define Form10 

[local_date] [local_time] 'localhost  'su  '[ [sessionId] '] ': '+ 

[filepath] 'root  ': 'root [newline] 

end define 

define Form16 

    [local_date] [local_time] 'localhost  'CRON  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 

    ([ServerName]) 'session  'closed  'for  user[username] [newline] 

end define  
  Figure 4.19: An excerpt of message categories taken from Figure 4.15 for  

renaming purposes 
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define TXLCommand 

    [local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': '- [filepath] [newline] 

end define 

define SuCommand 

[local_date] [local_time] 'localhost  'su  '[ [sessionId] '] ': '+ 

[filepath] 'root  ': 'root [newline] 

end define 

define CRONCommand 

    [local_date] [local_time] 'localhost  'CRON  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 

    ([ServerName]) 'session  'closed  'for  user[username] [newline] 

end define  
 

  Figure 4.20: Renamed message from Figure 4.19. 

Merging Categories 

 

Message categories can be merged if they have similar structure or are variations of each 

other. As an example, consider the message categories shown in Figure 4.21. 
define Form0 

    [local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': '- [filepath] '- 'unix [newline] 

end define 

define Form1 

    [local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': '- [filepath] [newline] 

end define 

define Form5 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  'xinetd  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 'START  ': 

'ssh  'pid= [number_value] 'from= [ipAddress] [newline] 

end define 

define Form7 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  'xinetd  '[ [sessionId] '] ': 'FAIL  ': 'ssh  

'libwrap  'from= [ipAddress] [newline] 

end define 

 

Figure 4.21: An excerpt of message categories taken from Figure 4.15 for merging  

purposes 
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The first 2 messages are variations of the same kind differing only by the presence of the 

token ‘-‘ and ‘unix’ . We can merge the 2 categories by making ‘-‘ and  ‘unix’ optional tokens as 

shown in Figure 4.22. 

 
define TXLForm 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl ': '- [filepath] [opt '-] [opt 'unix]  

[newline] 

end define 

  

Figure 4.22: A new category obtained as a result of merging Form0 and Form1 from  

Figure 4.21 

 

 

[Form5] and [Form7] can also be interpreted as being variations of each other and can be merged 

into a separate category by introducing new non terminals. An example merge of [Form5] and 

[Form7] is shown in Figure 4.23. The keywords START and FAIL have been replaced by a non 

terminal [StartOrFail] and “pid= [number_value]” has been put into a separate non terminal 

named [PIDPart]. 

 
define XINTEDForms 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  'xinetd  '[ [sessionId] '] ': [StartOrFail]  

': 'ssh  [opt PIDPart] 'from= [ipAddress] [newline] 

end define 

define StartOrFail 
 'START 

 | 'FAIL 

end define 

define PIDPart 

 'pid= [number_value] 

end define 
 

Figure 4.23: Example merge of Form5 and Form7 
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4.3. Iterative Grammar refinement 

 

The complete representative grammar for a training set of log files is generated by 

iterating over the training phase multiple times, each time using the updated representative 

grammar file and a different input log file from the training set. New message forms detected at 

each iteration of the loop are added to the representative grammar file and this process continues 

until all files in the training set have been passed through the system. At this point, all message 

forms in the training set log files have been incorporated in the representative grammar file and 

the representative grammar file is considered complete. 

 

The initial format of the representative grammar file is shown in Figure 4.24. 

 
redefine row 

     [UnderstoodForms] 

 |[UnKnownForms] 

end define 

define UnderstoodForms 

 [empty] 

end define 

define UnKnownForms 

 [repeat word] [newline] 

end define 

                                

 Figure 4.24: Initial format of the representative grammar file 

 

 

New message forms/categories detected with each iteration of the training phase are 

added to the non terminal [UnderstoodForms]. Initially, the non-terminal has no message forms 

defined it, specified by the TXL keyword [empty]. The new message forms in the log files are 

parsed into the non terminal [UnKnownForms]. 
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First Iteration 

 

Consider the log file shown in Figure 4.1 as the first input to the training phase. The first 

iteration of the training phase generates the message categories shown in Figure 4.15. These 

message categories are incorporated in the representative grammar file by adding the message 

category names to the [UnderstoodForms]. Assuming that no tuning was performed on the 

message categories generated in Figure 4.15, then Figure 4.25 gives a snippet of what the 

representative grammar file looks like after we modify it to incorporate the newly generated 

forms. 
redefine row 
     [UnderstoodForms] 
 |[UnKnownForms] 
end define 
define UnderstoodForms 
 [Form0] 
 | [Form1] 
 | [Form2] 
 | [Form3] 
 | [Form4] 
 | [Form5] 
 | [Form6] 
 | [Form7] 
 | [Form8] 
 | [Form9] 
 | [Form10] 
 | [Form11] 
 | [Form12] 
 | [Form13] 
 | [Form14] 
 | [Form15] 
 | [Form16] 
end define 
define UnKnownForms 
 [repeat word] [newline] 
end define 
define Form0 
    [local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': '- [filepath] '- 'unix [newline] 
end define 
define Form1 
    [local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': '- [filepath] [newline] 
end define 
define Form2 

[local_date] [local_time] 'txl  ': 'Security  'Warning  ': 'World  'Writable  
'files  'found  ': [newline] 

end define 

 Figure 4.25: An excerpt of the Representative grammar file after first iteration of  

the training phase 
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The grammar file shown in Figure 4.25 is used as the representative grammar for the 

second iteration of the training phase.  

 

Subsequent iterations  

 

On each subsequent iteration of the training phase, the message forms which have 

definitions in the representative grammar file are parsed as [UnderstoodForms] and the messages 

which do not have a definition are parsed as [UnKnownForms], and are produced as output. 

 

A simple function which outputs the unknown forms in the log files is shown in Figure 

4.26. 
function main 

 replace [program] 

  P[repeat row] 

 % extract all unknown messages from the file 

 construct listOfUnknownForms[repeat UnKnownForms] 

   _ [^P] 

 % print the number of Unknown Messages to standard Output  

 construct N [number] 

         _ [length listOfUnknownForms][print] 

 

 by 

  listOfUnknownForms 

end function 

 

 Figure 4.26: TXL function which outputs the unknown forms in an input log file 

 

Consider the training log file shown in Figure 4.27 as the next input to the training phase.  
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 Figure 4.27: Example Input log file for second iteration of the training phase 

 

The function shown in Figure 4.26 parses the input log file and produces the unknown 

messages shown in Figure 4.28 as output. 

 

 
 Figure 4.28: Unknown messages extracted from the input log file shown in  

Figure 4.27 

 

When these messages are run through the first 4 stages of the training phase, the message 

categories shown in Figure 4.28 are produced as output. 
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 Figure 4.29: Message categories obtained by passing the unknown messages from  

Figure 4.28 through the first 4 phases of the training phase.   

 

The messages categories shown in Figure 4.29 are incorporated into the representative 

grammar file to yield a more comprehensive grammar file which can be used for the next iteration 

of the training phase.  

 

This iterative grammar refinement process is continued for all log files in the training 

phase. The resultant representative grammar file incorporates all unique message categories 

present in the training set log files. 

 

4.4. Deployment Phase 

 

After a complete representative grammar for the training set has been generated, the 

system is ready to be used in the Deployment phase. In the deployment phase, the system can be 

used either for anomaly detection or for reporting purposes. Section 4.5.1 explains how the 

system is used for anomaly detection, analysis and feedback. The use of the system for reporting 

purposes is explained in section 4.5.2. 
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Anomaly detection 

 

The transformations used for anomaly detection are the same as the ones used for the 

Training phase. The main difference is that rather than detecting new forms and incorporating 

them into the representative grammar, the system is used to detect anomalies and report them to 

the user/system administrator for analysis.  

 

The complete representative grammar generated by the training phase serves as a 

catalogue of the valid log messages in the log files. Anomalous behavior is considered to be any 

behavior in the log files that deviates from this catalogued behavior. This approach allows us to 

detect unknown anomalous behavior for which we have no signatures or patterns defined in the 

complete representative grammar file. 

 

As an example, consider the grammar shown in Figure 4.15 as a complete representative 

grammar for training set of log files. If the system is executed using this representative grammar 

file and the input log file shown in Figure 4.30, the message categories shown in Figure 4.31 are 

generated. 

 

 

 
 

 Figure 4.30: Example input log file for anomaly detection 
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 Figure 4.31: Message categories reported as undetected by the system 

 

The 2 message forms are reported as being new forms because they do not match the 

signature of any message category catalogued in the complete representative grammar. 

 

Analysis of the messages reveals that the message failed to parse as an 

[UnderstoodForms] because of the presence of the keyword ‘remotehost’ after the non terminal 

‘local_time’. The message forms catalogued in the representative grammar corresponding to ‘su’ 

and ‘CRON’ command, shown in figure 4.15 as, command have the keyword ‘localhost’ after the 

non terminal ‘local_time’. The message categories corresponding to the ‘su’ and ‘CRON’ 

messages in the complete representative grammar file indicate that the two messages are allowed 

to be executed only by local machines and not by remote machines.  

 

The message categories in Figure 4.31 indicate that there are ‘su’ and ‘CRON’ messages 

in the log files which are executed by a remote machine. Hence, there is anomalous behavior in 

the log files and Figure 4.31 gives the signature of the anomalous messages.  

 

Reporting  

 

The complete representative grammar file allows us to perform a range of reporting tasks 

on the log files. An example of a reporting task is to report the number of occurrences of a 

particular form in the input log file.  

 

To demonstrate the feasibility of using the complete representative grammar for reporting 

purposes, we have written a TXL program which reports on the number of occurrences of a user 

specified Form and generates the instances of the specified forms in the input log file. 
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As an example, consider the grammar in Figure 4.15 as the complete representative 

grammar and the log file shown in Figure 4.1 as the input log file to the reporting program. If 

‘Form12’ (shown again in Figure 4.32) is specified by the user as the form to be reported, then 

the output generated is shown in Figure 4.33 

 

 

 
  

Figure 4.32: Example Form to be reported  

 

 

 
  

Figure 4.33: Report generated for Form12 from input log file 4.1. 

 

This reporting is very useful for analysis purposes as it can be used to detect how many 

instances of an erroneous form are present in the log file, hence aiding in anomaly detection. The 

reporting program can also be used to report on the instances of undesired messages in our log 

files. 

 

Implementation  

 

The main function of the reporting program is shown in Figure 4.34. 
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function main 

     % Ask for form names to report on from the terminal 

     construct FormNames [repeat id] 

         _ [pragma "-nonewline"] [getp "Form names to report: "] 

     replace [program] 

         Rows [repeat row] 

     % Print out the reports 

     construct FormReports [repeat formOutputFormat] 

         _ [makeReport Rows each FormNames] 

     % Don't output the original input 

     by 

  FormReports  

         % nothing 

end function 

  

Figure 4.34: Main TXL function for the reporting program 

 

The function takes the names of the forms to be reported from the input terminal and 

stores the names in ‘FormNames’. Each of the form names is then passed to the function 

[makeReport], along with all the messages in the log files. The function [FormNames] generates 

the report for each form and prints it to standard output. The function [makeReport] is shown in 

Figure 4.35. 
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function makeReport AllRows [repeat row] FormName [id] 

     % Find all the rows that have the form we're interested in 

     construct FormRows [repeat row] 

         _ [onlyForm FormName each AllRows] 

     % How many of them are there? 

     construct N [number] 

         _ [length FormRows] 

     % Make the report 

     construct FormReport [formOutputFormat] 

         'FormName ': FormName 

             N 'Occurences 

             FormRows 

     % Add it to all the reports (in case we want them as a file or   

     % something) 

     % And print it out (for now) 

     replace * [repeat formOutputFormat] 

     by 

         FormReport [print] 

end function 
Figure 4.35: The TXL function which makes reports for the specified Form 

 

 

First, all rows that have the form we are interested in are found by the function 

[onlyForm]. Then we determine the number of occurrences by using the TXL build in function 

[length] which gives the number of elements present in the structure provided as input. The report 

is constructed by incorporating the information in the output structure. A template of the output 

structure is shown in Figure 4.36. The final step is to print the filled structured to the output 

stream. 
define formOutputFormat 

     'FormName ': [id]           [NL][IN] 

         [number] 'Occurences    [NL][NL][IN] 

         [repeat row]            [EX][EX] 

                                 [NL][NL] 

end define 

                                    

Figure 4.36: A template of the TXL structure used to store and output the reports 
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The function [onlyForm] takes a Form name and a message as input and checks the 

message to see if it corresponds with the Form we are looking for. The check is done by applying 

the conditional function [hasFormType] to the message and passing the Form name as a 

parameter to the function. Conditional functions are used in conjunction with conditional 

statements and return either true or false as a result. 
function onlyForm FormName [id] Row [row] 

     % Take a row only if it has the form we're interested in 

     where 

         Row [hasFormType FormName] 

     replace * [repeat row] 

     by 

         Row 

end function 

Figure 4.37: TXL function to extract forms we are interested in.  

 

The function [hasFormType], shown in figure 4.38, checks the message to see if it is of 

the same type as the form we are looking for. The conditional function [istype] returns true  if the 

input argument and the parse tree on which it is applied are of the same type. 

                 
function hasFormType FormName [id] 

     % we look for a node in the parse tree of the row that  

     % has the type we want 

     match * [any] 

         Node [any] 

     where 

         Node [istype FormName] 

end function 
Figure 4.38: TXL function to check rows for the interested form. 

 

4.5. Summary 

 

In this chapter we have explained the training phase stages used to get a complete 

representative grammar for the training set. We have also explained how the system is used in the 

deployment phase for anomaly detection and have shown a sample reporting program. In the next 

chapter we will see how this software system performs on sample input data.  
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Chapter 5 

Evaluation of the Approach 

In this chapter we discuss how we tested our system. Section 5.1 explains the goals of the 

experiment. Section 5.2 elaborates how we used our system, during the training phase, for 

grammar inference and categorization while section 5.3 explains how we used the system, during 

deployment phase, for anomaly detection and reporting. Section 5.4 gives statistical information 

about the results and finally Section 5.5 summarizes the chapter. 

 

5.1 Goals of the experiment 

 

We have two main goals for evaluating our system and to show the proof of concept. The 

first goal is to demonstrate the feasibility of our system for inferring a representative grammar 

and categorizing the log messages in a training set of log files. The second is to show that we can 

effectively perform anomaly detection and reporting on new log files using the representative 

grammar generated during the training phase. 

 

Categorization and grammar inference  

 

The first goal of our evaluation is to show that our source transformation based system 

can infer a representative grammar from different kinds of log files and can categorize the log 

messages present in the log files. The system should be generic and flexible enough to adapt to 

different kinds of log files with varying message structure and components in them. 

 

Anomaly detection and Reporting 

 

The second goal of our experiment is to evaluate whether our system can detect and 

report on the different kinds of anomalies present in the new log files. We use the representative 

grammar, generated during the training phase, to look for anomalies and then use a reporting 

program to report instances of the anomalous structures. In particular, we check the system for 2 
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kinds of anomalies: 

 

• Structural Anomalies  

• Syntax Anomalies 

 

Structural anomalies are those log messages in a log file which deviate from the normal 

structure of log messages defined in the representative grammar. The representative grammar 

serves as a catalogue of the valid log message structure that can be found in a log file. As an 

example, consider a grammar which indicates that all messages must have a local date structure 

preceding a local time structure. Any log messages in a new log file with local date and local time 

structures either absent or not present in the specified order represent structural anomalies in the 

system. 

 

Syntax anomalies are those messages in a log file which deviate from the normal syntax 

of components defined in the representative grammar. The grammar defines valid instances of 

grammar components present in a log file and hence any instance of a component not defined in 

the representative grammar should be flagged as anomalous. As an example, consider the valid 

instances of the grammar component ‘month’ to be from ‘Jan’ to ‘Dec’. Log messages in a new 

log file with the ‘month’ component different than specified, for instance ‘xxx’, should represent 

a syntax anomaly. 

 

Test Data 

 

We used three different kinds of log files to test our system: auth files, message files and 

syslog files. For each kind, we use 5 different log files as a training set. These files are generated 

by different server applications and have messages of substantially varying structures in them. In 

each case, we show that our two goals are met by inferring a grammar from the training set of log 

files; and then detecting and reporting anomalies in the files. Section 5.2 shows the result of 

applying our system in the training phase to each of the different kind of log files to obtain a 

categorization of the log messages present in the files and how these categories are incorporated 

in the representative grammar file. Section 5.3 explains how we use our system in the deployment 

phase to detect and report anomalies in new log files of the respective kinds. 
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5.2. Grammar Inference and Categorization in the Training Phase 

 

For each different kind of log file, we use 5 set of log files as a training set. We infer the 

grammar by generalizing over this training set. For each log file, we show the number of unique 

log message forms reported and the tuned grammar obtained as a result of running our system on 

the input log files.  

 

5.2.1. Syslog files 

 

This section demonstrates the grammar inference and categorization on the sytem log 

files (Syslog) from mandrake Ubuntu 6.06, linux kernel 2.6.15. 

 

First Iteration 

For the first syslog file, our system found 2171 unknown forms, which were generalized 

into 36 new message categories. A snippet of the detected categories is shown in figure 5.1. 

 

 
  Figure 5.1: Extract of the first training log file  
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Upon analysis, it is evident that the forms can be collapsed based on the name of the 

process that gets executed on the server. For example, we can bundle all log messages that 

execute the command ‘CROND’ on the server in a single form named ‘FormCROND’. 

 

When we collapse the forms based on the server name processes executed, we are left 

with 9 unique forms named as [FormXINETD], [FormSMBD], [FormCROND], 

[FormEmptyCommands], [FormFilePathCommands], [FormSUDOCommand], 

[FormSysLogCommand], [FormKernelCommand], [FormAppletCommand]. A snippet of the 

forms is shown in Figure 5.2. 

 

 
Figure 5.2: An excerpt of the Collapsed forms obtained from the first syslog 

file 

 

We can collapse the forms even further by making some of the TXL grammar 

components optional. For example, the first three log messages in the Form 
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[FormEmptyCommand], shown in Figure 5.2, can be reduced to a single form if we make the 

portions of TXL generalize the grammar components after [filepath]. We introduce a new 

optional non terminal [IdOrFilepath] and put variations of the components following [filepath].  

 

Analysis also reveals that a portion of a lot of message forms can be made water elements 

in our grammar. For example, in the form [FormXINETD], a lot of message forms can be 

collapsed into one if the grammar portions after ‘cant verify hostname’ are generalized into the 

non-terminal ‘[restOfCantVerify]’ as shown in Figure 5.3. The non-terminal ‘[restOfCantVerify]’ 

is a repeat of  [newPart], which defines the water part of our grammar. Collapsing the message 

forms in the indicated way gives us a general and reduced view of the messages, yet we do not 

lose information. The information in the ‘[restOfCantVerify]’ can be obtained from the input log 

file by simply extracting all the ‘[restOfCantVerify]’ portions from the parse tree of the input file.  

 

An extract of the forms, after we collapse them by making some components optional 

and introducing new water forms into the grammar, is shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: Excerpt of the resultant message forms after tuning 

 

We incorporate these forms into our initially empty representative grammar by 

introducing the new form names in the non-terminal [UnderstoodForms] as shown in Figure 5.4. 

This representative grammar file is than used for the next iteration of the system. 
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redefine row 

     [UnderstoodForms] 

 |[UnKnownForms] 

end define 

define UnderstoodForms 

  

 [FormXINETD] 

 | [FormSMBDCommands] 

 | [FormCRONDCommands] 

 | [FormEmptyCommands] 

 | [FormFilePathCommands] 

 | [FormSudoCommands] 

 | [FormSysLogCommands] 

 | [FormKernelCommands] 

 | [FormAppletCommands] 

end define 

define UnKnownForms 

 [repeat word] [newline] 

end define 

 

Figure 5.4: An excerpt of the representative grammar file 

 

Subsequent Iterations: 

 

For the second syslog file our system detects 7 unknown messages and categorizes them 

into 3 new message categories, shown in Figure 5.5. 
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  Figure 5.5: New message categories detected for the second syslog file 

 

These message categories are added to the [FormFilePathCommands] non-terminal in 

our representative grammar file. For the third syslog file, our system detects 3 unknown messages 

and generates the message categories shown in Figure 5.6. 

 

 
Figure 5.6: New message categories detected for the third syslog file 

 

The first two categories are added to the [FormEmptyCommands] non-terminal and the 

last category is added to the [FormFilePathCommands] non-terminal 

. 

The fourth log file generates 5 message categories shown in Figure 5.7. These message 

categories are added to the non-terminal [FormFilePathCommands]. 
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Figure 5.7: New message categories detected for the fourth syslog file  

  

The fifth syslog file generates no new categories. This is an indication that our system is 

trained and the representative grammar file gives a comprehensive view of what message forms 

can be expected in the log files of kind syslog. 

 

 

5.2.2. ‘Messages’ log files 

 

This section describes the grammer inference and categorization of Message log files 

from Ubuntu 6.06, linux kernel 2.6.15. Since the Message log files are very similar in structure to 

the syslog files and have quite a few overlapping message categories, we use the representative 

grammar file generated from the syslog file as a starting representative grammar file for the 

messages files. 
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5.2.2.1. First Iteration 

 

For the first messages log file, our system found 88 unknown messages and generated 6 

message categories for the unknown messages, shown in Figure 5.8. 

 

 
  Figure 5.8: Excerpt of categories from first messages log file 

 

 

[Form2], shown in Figure 5.8, was added to the already existing [FormXINETD] non-

terminal. [Form0] was renamed as [FormSuCommand] and [Form1] and [Form3] were clasped 

into a new non-terminal named [FormSSHDCommand]. [Form4] and [Form5] were clasped into 

a new non-terminal named [FormMSECMessage]. 

 

The renamed and clasped message categories are shown in Figure 5.9. These message 

categories are added to the representative grammar file. 
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Figure 5.9: Renamed message categories from the first messages file 

 

Subsequent Iterations: 

 

For the second messages file, 16 unknown forms were detected which were generalized 

by the system into a single form shown in Figure 5.10. 

 

 
  Figure 5.10: Message category detected in the second messages file 

 

The message category was added to the [FormSSHDCommands] non-terminal. 

 

For the third messages file, 26 unknown forms were detected and the system categorized 

them into 6 new categories shown in Figure 5.11. 
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  Figure 5.11: Message categories detected in the second messages file 

 

[Form0] is a variation of [FormSSHDCommands], with only ‘user2 in place of ‘user1. 

This is remedied by generalizing ‘user1 and ‘user2 to the non-terminal [username]. [Form2] was 

added to and [FormSuCommands], while [Form1] and [Form3] were collapsed into a single 

form named [Formkde3Commands].  

 

The fourth message file detects and categorizes one new message category shown in 

Figure 5.12. The category was merged into the existing [FormMsecMessages] category by 

replacing the keywords ‘utmp and ‘adm by [id]. 

 

 
 Figure 5.12: Message category generated for the fourth messages file 

 

The fifth and final log file generated no new categories. The grammar inference and 

training process for the messages file is complete and at the representative grammasr is indicative 

of a comprehensive set of message formats for log file with the kind of structure of messages 
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5.2.3. Auth Log files 

 

This section describes the grammar inference from auth log files of Ubuntu 6.06, linux 

kernel 2.6.15. The representative grammar inferred from the previous 2 trainings et of log files 

was used as initial representative grammar for the auth files. 

 

First Iteration 

 

The first auth log file generated 99 unknown messages and categorized them into 6 new 

categories, shown in Figure 5.13. 

 

 
  Figure 5.13: Message Categories generated by the first auth log file 

 

[Form1], [Form3], [Form4], [Form6] were generalized by inserting new non-terminals, leaving 

only three new forms, shown in Figure 5.14.  
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  Figure 5.14: Forms obtained as a result of tuning 

These forms were added to the [FormXINETDCommands] non-terminal. 

 

Subsequent Iterations 

 

Our system did not find any new categories in the rest of the auth log files. All files had 

the same variation of messages in them and hence, the representative grammar can be considered 

to complete. 

 

5.3. Anomaly detection and Reporting in the Deployment Phase 

 

After our system has been trained and we have a representative grammar, we move on to 

the process of detecting structural and syntax anomalies in the log files. We do this by manually 

inserting log message that have syntax and structural anomalies in them and see if our system can 

detect these anomalous messages for each kind of log file, i.e. for auth, messages and sys log 

files. We also check whether our system can detect catalogued anomalous behavior, i.e. behavior 

for which we already have a category(ies) defined in the representative grammar file. 

 

Once the anomaly has been detected by our system and been categorized, we move on to 

generating a report on the anomaly by extracting all instances of the anomalous category in the 

log file. We repeat the process for each kind of log file, i.e. for syslog, messages and auth.log 

files. 
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5.3.1. Detecting and reporting Anomalies in ‘auth’ files 

 

If we consider the representative grammar file generated during the training phase of our 

program, we find that it contains log message categories with the keyword ‘warning’ in them. An 

example is the message category [FormEmptyCommand], shown in Figure 5.15. 

 

 

 
  Figure 5.15: Message category with keyword ‘warning in it 

 

We can consider this message category as catalogued anomalous behavior. We extract all 

message categories with the keyword ‘warning’ in them and put them in a separate category 

named [warningMessages]. The [warningMessages] category along with the message forms in it 

is shown in figure 5.16. 

 

 
  Figure 5.16: [warningMessages] category  
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We introduce a new non-terminal named [syntaxAnomalies] and incorporate the syntax 

anomalies of the form [warningMessages] in it. We can now use this modified representative 

grammar as input to the reporting program in order to generate reports on syntax anomalies of 

kind [warningMessages].  

 

When a ‘auth’ file is given to our reporting program, and the form to be reported is 

specified as [warningMessages], the program reports finds no instances of the form. This 

indicates that the auth file provided as input does not have any instances of the catalogues 

anomalous behavior. On analysis of the input ‘auth’ file, we find that indeed the file has no 

instances of the catalogues anomalous behavior. 

 

We insert new syntax anomalies manually in the auth files by  introducing unknown 

commands and unknown data transport protocols in the syslog file. Structural anomalies are 

inserted by modifying the structure of the existing log messages.  

 

The system detects 141 anomalous forms in the input auth log file and categories them 

into 9 message categories, shown in Figure 5.17. 

 

 
  Figure 5.17: Anomalous forms detected in the input log file 
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[Form1] to [Form5] represent structural anomalies that were detected in the input log 

file. We bundle these 5 categories into a single category named [structuralAnomalies]. 

 

[Form0], [Form6], [Form7] and [Form8] represent syntax anomalies in the input log 

file. We further divide these syntax anomalies and collapse [Form0] and [Form6] as 

[newAndUnknownProtocol. [Form7] and [Form8] are collapsed into the non-terminal 

[unKnownCommand].  

 

We see that the system has successfully identified the anomalous log message forms 

present in the auth log file. Figure 5.18 shows the tuned anomalous forms. 

 

 
  Figure 5.18: Tuned Anomalous Message Categories  

 

For the purpose of reporting these anomalies, we incorporate the anomalous message 

categories in the representative grammar file and use it as the input grammar file for our reporting 

program. We then specify the anomalous forms we wish to report on and the reporting program 

gives us the instances of the specified form in the input log file. 

 

As an example, let us report on instances of the syntax anomaly [unKnownCommand]. 

The reporting program finds 87 occurrences of [unKnownCommand], an excerpt of the 

occurrences are shown in Figure 5.18.  
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For structural anomalies, we specify the system to repot on the category 

[structuralAnomalies]. The system reports 7 unique instances, which are shown in Figure 5.19. 

 

 
   Figure 5.18: Excerpt of the extracted Syntax anomaly instances 

 

 

 

 
   Figure 5.19: Structural Anomaly instances extracted 
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5.3.2. Detecting and reporting Anomalies in ‘messages’ files 

 

For the messages file, we first look for catalogued anomalous behavior and then proceed 

to look for anomalous entries that have been inserted manually.  

 

The reporting program generates the report shown in figure 5.20, when a ‘messages’ files 

is given as input and the form to be reported is specified as [warningMessages]. 

 

 
   

Figure 5.20: Report generated for instances [warningMessages] in the 

messages file 

 

This report shows that our system can detect catalogued anomalous behavior in log files 

as well as non catalogued anomalous behavior. 

 

Furthermore, we insert structural anomalies in the ‘messages’ file by changing the layout 

of a few log messages with the ‘warning’ keyword in them. The modified ‘messages’ file, with 

the inserted structural anomalies, is provided as input to our system in order to see whether the 

structural anomalies can be detected. The system reports 7 unknown forms and generates the 

category shown in Figure 5.21. 

 

 
  Figure 5.21: Structural anomalies reported in the messages file 
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Figure 5.22 shows the report generated by the reporting program for the structural 

anomalies shown in figure 5.21. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.22: Report generated for occurrences of the structural anomaly 

shown in figure 5.21 

5.3.3. Detecting and reporting Anomalies in ‘syslog’ files 

 

For ‘syslog’ files, we detect the [warningMessages] and then move on the detecting 

structural anomalies. As explained, these represent the catalogued syntax anomalous behavior and 

we want to detect whether out system is able to detect this catalogued anomalous behavior. 

 

Figure 5.23 shows the report generated by our reporting program when we provide a 

‘syslog’ file containing warning messages as input. Some messages are too long for a single line 

and we have indented the wrapped lines for clarity. 
 
FormName:warningMessages 
    11 Occurences 
 
        Aug 5 04:05:06 txl:Security Warning:World Writable files found: 
        Aug 6 04:04:55 txl:Security Warning:World Writable files found: 
        Aug 7 04:03:21 txl:Security Warning:World Writable files found: 
        Aug 8 04:03:38 txl:Security Warning:World Writable files found: 
        Aug 9 04:03:43 txl:Security Warning:World Writable files found: 
        Aug 9 18:07:04 txl xinetd[17213]:warning:/etc/hosts.allow,line 8:can't verify  

    hostname:getaddrinfo ( host - 68 - 77 - 222 - 43.adivi.com , AF_INET ) failed  
        Aug 9 18:19:56 txl xinetd[17215]:warning:/etc/hosts.allow,line 8:can't verify 
            hostname:getaddrinfo ( host - 68 - 77 - 222 - 43.adivi.com , AF_INET ) failed  
        Aug 10 04:03:20 txl:Security Warning:World Writable files found: 
        Aug 11 04:03:23 txl:Security Warning:World Writable files found: 
        Aug 11 17:50:09 txl xinetd[3560]:warning:/etc/hosts.allow,line 8:can't verify  
            hostname:getaddrinfo ( unknown.sagonet.net , AF_INET ) failed  
        Aug 11 18:03:02 txl xinetd[3622]:warning:/etc/hosts.allow,line 8:can't verify  
            hostname:getaddrinfo ( unknown.sagonet.net , AF_INET ) failed 

 

Figure 5.23: Report generated for instances [warningMessages] in the 

‘syslog’ file 
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The system successfully extracts the warning messages from the input syslog file. 

 

We further introduce structural anomalies by inserting log messages with date and time 

components swapped. For example, whereas the representative grammar expects [local_time] to 

be followed by [local_date], we introduce log messages which have [local_date] followed by 

[local_time] 

 

When the system is provided the modified file as input, it generates 11 new message 

categories, which can be condensed down into 3 message categories after tuning. Figure 5.24 

shows the tuned message categories. 

 

 
   Figure 5.24: Tuned categories for inserted anomalous entry 

 

 

We then provide the same ‘syslog’ file as input and to the reporting program in order to 

extract the occurrences of the message category [anomalousStructureSysLog]. The reporting 

program detects 56 inserted anomalies in the input log file. A snippet of the anomalies is shown 

in Figure 5.25. 
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Figure 5.25: Report generated for occurrences of the structural 

anomaly shown in figure 5.24 

 

5.4. Statistical information about the Evaluation 

 

To better understand the evaluation of our system, we have included the following 

statistical information about our tests input and results. Table 1 shows details of the input log files 

and the results obtained for the training phase. For each log file, it gives the file size(in Kilo 

Bytes), the total number of log messages, the number of unknown log messages detected by our 

system, the number of unique categories detected and how many unique categories accumulate in 

the representative grammar file. 
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File Name File Size 

(KB) 

Total no. of 

log messages 

No. of unknown 

log messages 

detected 

No. of categories 

detected  

Final 

Representative 

grammar 

categories 

Syslog.1 215 2171 2171 36 9 

Syslog.2 220 2184 7 3 9 

Syslog.3 202 2039 3 3 9 

Syslog.4 193 1959 10 5 9 

Syslog.5 218 2186 0 0 9 

Messages.1 87 928 88 6 12 

Messages.2 108 1144 16 1 12 

Messages.3 114 1197 26 6 13 

Messages.4 112 1190 3 1 13 

Messages.5 106 1133 0 0 13 

Auth.log.1 17 185 99 6 13 

Auth.log.2 20 210 0 0 13 

Auth.log.3 14 255 0 0 13 

Auth.log.4 16 177 0 0 13 

Auth.log.5 25 198 0 0 13 

 

  Table 1: Statistical Information about the training phase 

 

Table 2 gives a summary of the results of anomaly detection in the deployment phase. For each 

log file it shows: the total number of log messages, the number of previously categorized 

anomalous messages detected, the number of structural and syntax anomalies that were inserted 

and subsequently detected and finally, the number of new anomalous message categories 

generated from the file. The system did not detect any previously catalogued anomalous messages 

in the auth log file (indicated by the value 0 in Table 2). 
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File Type No. of log 

messages 

No. of 

catalogued 

anomalous 

messages 

detected 

No. of 

structural 

and syntax 

Anomalies 

inserted 

No. of 

structural 

and syntax 

Anomalies 

Detected 

No. of 

anomalous 

Message 

categories 

detected 

Syslog 2544 11 56 56 11 

Messages 2135 11 7 7 1 

Auth 321 0 141 141 9 

 

   Table 2: Summary of the results of Anomaly Detection  

5.5. Summary 

 

In this chapter we presented the results of applying our transformation system in the 

training phase to generate message categories and to synthesize a representative grammar for 

numerous kinds of log files. We then showed how our system can be used in the deployment 

phase for anomaly detection and reporting purposes. Table 3 summarizes the results for the tasks 

of category extraction, detection of syntax and structural anomalies and finally, the detection of 

previously catalogued anomalies.  

 

File Type Extraction of 

unique message 

categories 

Detection of 

Syntax 

Anomalies 

Detection of 

Structural 

anomalies 

Detection of 

Catalogued 

Anomalies 

Syslog 
 

        
        

 

Auth 
                             

Messages 
       

         
             

  Table 3: Summary of results 

 

In Chapter 6 we talk about the conclusions that were reached from these experiments. We 

also talk about the limitations of the implementation and the future enhancements that can be 

made. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

This chapter sums up the thesis and the research work we have undertaken. The results from 

our experiments are summarized in section 6.1. Section 6.2 talks about a few limitations of our 

implementation and the future work that can be undertaken in regards to the limitations. Finally 

section 6.3 concludes the entire thesis. 

 

1.5. Summary of Experiments 

 

The primary goal of our research project is to explore the use of grammar inference for 

the purpose of categorization, anomaly detection and reporting in log files. The grammar 

inference process, enumerated in Chapters 3 and 4, is done by using source transformation and 

parsing technologies. We implemented a system in TXL, a source transformation language and 

conducted experimental evaluation on different training sets of log files to test the system. Two 

particular goals were enumerated: 

 

(1) Test the ability of our system to infer a representative grammar and 

     to categorize log messages from different types of training log files during 

     the training phase and  

 

(2) Test the ability of the system to detect anomalies and generate reports on new log 

     files using the inferred representative grammar during the deployment phase. 

 

In order to test the first goal, the training phase of the system was executed on a set of 

five log files as input for each of kind ‘messages’, ‘syslog’ and ‘auth’. Our system successfully 

inferred the representative grammar from all three sets of log files and generated categories for all 

message types in the log files. 

 

In order to test the second goal, we executed the deployment phase of the system using 

new log files of type ‘messages’, ‘syslog’ and ‘auth’. Anomalies were manually inserted in these 
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log files to test whether they were detected by our system. The system successfully detected 

anomalies in the new log files and generated categories representing the anomalous entries. The 

reporting program successfully mined all instances of the specified categories from the log files.  

 

In addition, the system was used for fault detection by reporting on the instances of fault 

categories in the log file. These fault categories were inferred during the training phase and 

represent malicious attacks. 

 

 The results of our experiments show that grammar inference, by means of parsing and 

source transformation, is indeed a feasible approach for categorization of log messages and for 

detecting anomalies in log files. 

 

1.6. Limitations and Future Work 

 

Our aim in this research project was to show that grammar inference using source 

transformation and parsing can be used for a variety of log file analysis purposes, such as 

message categorization, anomaly detection and reporting. We demonstrated the feasibility of this 

approach by using robust parsing and source transformations to infer grammars from different 

types of log files and then using the inferred grammar for the purpose of anomaly detection and 

reporting. However, there are limitations to our work, some of which suggest venues for further 

research in the area. 

 

Limitations and Possibilities for the Grammar Inference Process 

 

 The grammar inference process we have proposed makes two passes over log file 

messages; anonymizing the entries during the first pass and generalizing the anonymized entries 

into categories during the second pass. The inference process uses robust parsing for the purpose 

of anonymizing and generalizing and is fairly rudimentary. Although such a naive approach can 

suffice for the purpose of initial lightweight analysis, large log file data sets would take up more 

computing resources and time, as a large number of entries would have to be anonymized and 

subsequently generalized. This is more a limitation of our prototype implementation than one 

arising from the use of parsing technology. 
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The limitation can be mitigated by using complementary techniques to detect similar 

messages in the log files. Clone detection techniques stand out as a natural candidate, in particular 

AST based techniques [71] could be used. AST based techniques work on the Abstract syntax 

tree level and could complement our approach. Clustering algorithms could be used in the manner 

indicated by Vaarandi [42] in order to first determine similar messages in the log file and then 

apply our methods on the reduced set of log messages. 

 

Limitations and Possibilities for Tuning 

 

 The tuning process used in our research is manual and relies on the system administrator 

to go through the list of categories in order to collapse or merge them. A natural extension of this 

project would be to automate the tuning process entirely or partly. One possible way to do this 

could be to use clone detection techniques to detect clones in message categories and merge 

messages belonging to the same clone class. The use of different clone detection techniques [72], 

namely text-based, token-based, AST-based, PDG-based and Metric based, could be explored to 

determine there feasibility in determining clones in message categories. 

 

Limitations and Possibilities for Minimizing Log Entries 

 

 The reduction rules employed in our system to merge the anonymized entries are very 

strict and assign messages with the same layout but different keywords in the same lexical 

position to separate categories. We employ strict reduction rules in order to ensure a finer 

granularity for anomaly detection. The drawback of following such a strict reduction policy is a 

high number of generated categories if the log messages have a large number of keyword 

variations. One possible solution to minimize this limitation is to define a separate TXL structure 

for commonly appearing keywords and anonymizing the keywords in the messages. The list 

could be updated each time a new keyword is detected in log files. A drawback of using this 

approach would be the overhead associated with maintaining and updating the list of keywords by 

the domain expert. This can further be mitigated by the use of “stateful” pattern matching 

techniques to match common sequences of keywords. 
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Limitations and Possibilities for Anomaly detection 

 

 The anomaly detection method we have proposed is very generic and flags any behavior 

inconsistent with the system profile as abnormal. It does not implicitly correlate messages in the 

grammar with respect to time, as done by Mannila et. al [68] and Klemettinen [69], or with 

respect to the invoked application as done by Kruegel and Vigna [65]. TXL programs can be 

written to extract and correlate messages by means of time or executed applications in order to 

detect anomalies.  

 

In our current implementation, we have not explored the use of incorporating temporal or 

application specific information implicitly in the grammar, rather we have left it up to the 

programmer to implement code to extract such correlation information. Incorporating such 

information into the grammar file to have an implicit representation remains as future work. 

 

1.7. Thesis Conclusion 

 

In this thesis we have proposed a generic, flexible and adaptive method for anomaly 

detection, categorization and reporting in log files based on grammar inference. The novel 

grammar inference process we employed was based on robust parsing, island grammars and 

source transformation. We implemented the system in TXL and divided its usage in two phases: 

In the Training Phase, the system was used for inferring grammars and generating message 

categories from log files. During the deployment phase, the system was used for anomaly analysis 

and reporting.  

 

Experimental evaluation of the system showed that grammar inference is indeed a 

feasible analysis method for categorization, anomaly detection and reporting of log files. By 

using robust parsing, island grammars and source transformations, we were able to infer 

grammars from different kinds of log file training sets. Furthermore, using the generated grammar 

as a catalog of valid messages, we were able to detect syntax and semantic anomalies in 

messages. Furthermore, using a reporting program written in TXL, we showed how the generated 

grammar could be used for reporting instances of specified message categories. Furthermore, we 
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also showed how the system could be used for fault or misuse detection by reporting on known 

anomalous patterns. The anomalous patterns catalogued invalid message types and were inferred 

during the training phase from the log file training set. 

 

 Our approach leverages ideas from both misuse and anomaly detection techniques and 

can be used for either purpose, depending on the training set given as input. If the system is given 

only correct log files, a profile representing only valid message types or categories will be 

generated. On the other hand, if the system if given anomalous log file, a profile representing 

anomalous behavior will be generated.  

 

Traditional log file analysis techniques are mostly lexical and ad hoc, whereas the 

technique we have proposed is more flexible and generic. Our technique differs from other 

anomaly detection techniques which mostly use data mining algorithms to define a valid system 

profile and to detect anomalies in log files. Furthermore, these techniques correlate log messages 

by time, the type of application executed etc. in order to determine anomalies. Grammar inference 

provides for a more loosely coupled analysis which can detect anomalies irrespective of temporal 

correlation. Furthermore, these temporally correlated anomalies can also be detected by means of 

writing separate TXL programs to extract these relationships from the input parse tree. 

 

In conclusion, our research work indicates that grammar inference, by means of parsing 

and source transformations, can be used for categorization and anomaly analysis in log files. In 

addition, we see that grammar inference provides for more generic anomaly detection and 

reporting, as opposed to other techniques which tend to be more ad hoc. There are limitations 

posed both by the specific implementation of the system and by the use of grammar inference as 

explained in Section 6.2. However, it is clear by the experimental results obtained in this research 

that grammar inference coupled with parsing and source transformation technologies are an 

effective mechanism for a variety of log file analysis and there is scope for further research in 

order to realize the full potential of using these techniques for log file analysis. 
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Appendix A 

TXL Grammars 

Initial Grammar 
 
% TXL Initial Grammar for Log Files 
% Ahmed Memon 
% Queen's University, April 2008 
% This file contains the Initial Grammar to parse Log Files 
 
% These commands specify how the input should be parsed 
 
#pragma -raw           % Ignore spacing 
#pragma -newline       % make newlines significant 
#pragma -idchars '''   % parse ' as an [id] 
 
tokens 
 
 tokenIpAddress "\d+.\d+.\d+.\d+" 
 
 tokenURL "\i+.\i+.\i+.\i+" 
 

tokenFilepath 
     "[(\i+)(..).]?[/.][(\i+)(..).]+([/\\.:][(\i+)(..).]+)*" 

       
 tokenId_equals        "\a+=" 
 
 tokenAlphaNumeric "(\a*\d*\a+)+\d+" 
 
 tokenNumericAlpha "(\d*\a*\d+)+\a+" 
 
 tokenProcessName "\i+\\\i+" 
       
end tokens 
 
define program                 % non-terminal that describes the input 
to the program 
 [repeat row]              
end define 
 
define row           % each 'row' is a repeat of 'word' 
 [repeat word] [newline] 
end define 
 
define word      % 'word' is either an 'understoodPart' or a 'newPart' 
 [understoodPart] 
 | [newPart] 
end define 
 
define understoodPart   % 'understoodPart' is the island of the grammar 
 [id_equals] [SP] [value] [SP] 
 | [id_equals] [SP] 
 | [processName] [SP] 
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 | [SessionId] [SP] 
 | [serverName] [SP] 
 | [local_date] [SP] 
 | [local_time] [SP] 
 | [ipAddress] [SP] 
 | [URL] [SP] 
 | [filepath] [SP] 
 | [userWithUsername] [SP] 
 | [port] [SP] 
 | [simpleNumber][SP] 
 | [alphaNumber][SP] 
 | [numericAlpha][SP] 
 | [XMLTag][SP] 
end define 
 
define newPart      % the 'newPart' is the water part of the grammar 
 [opt ''][simpleToken] 
 | [opt ''][simpleId] 
end define 
 
define processName 
 [tokenProcessName] 
end define 
 
define numericAlpha 
 
 [tokenNumericAlpha] 
 
end define 
 
define XMLTag 
 
 '< [repeat word] '> 
 
end define 
 
define alphaNumber 
 
 [tokenAlphaNumeric] 
 
end define 
 
define simpleNumber 
 
 [number] 
  
end define 
 
define simpleId 
 
 [not newline][SPOFF][id][SP][SPON] 
 
end define 
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define simpleToken 
 
 [not newline][SPOFF][token][SP][SPON] 
 
end define 
 
define id_equals 
 
 [tokenId_equals] 
 
end define 
 
define value 
       
 [ipAddress] 
 
 | [filepath] 
  
 | [id_value] 
 
 | [number_value]       
   
end define 
         
define number_value 
                 
 [number] 
         
end define 
         
define id_value 
                 
 [id] 
         
end define 
 
define SessionId 
 '[ [sessionId] ']  
end define 
 
define URL 
 [tokenURL] 
end define 
 
define userWithUsername 
 'user [username] 
end define 
 
define username 
 [id] 
end define 
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define port 
 'port [portnumber] 
end define 
 
define portnumber 
 [integernumber] 
end define 
 
define serverName 
 '( [ServerName] ') 
end define 
 
define ipAddress 
 [tokenIpAddress] 
end define 
 
define filepath 
 [tokenFilepath] 
end define 
 
define local_date 
 [date_month] [integernumber] 
end define 
 
define date_month 
 
 'Jan | 'Feb | 'Mar | 'Apr | 'May | 'Jun | Jul | 'Aug | 'Sep | 
'Oct | 'Nov | 'Dec 
 
end define 
 
define local_time 
 
 [integernumber]:[integernumber]:[integernumber] 
 
end define 
 
define sessionId 
 
 [integernumber] 
  
end define 
 
define ServerName 
 
 [id] 
 
end define 
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Redefines for the Grammar 
 
% TXL redefine structures  
% Ahmed Memon 
% Queen's University, April 2008 
% This file contains the redefine structures used to accommodate  
% intermediate tree representations when generating message categories 
 
redefine SessionId 
 
 ... 
 
 |   '' [SPOFF] 
  '[ [SPON] [SP] 
  '[  
  'sessionId  
  '] [SP] 
  '' [SPOFF] 
  '] [SPON] 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine id_equals 
 
 ... 
  
 | '' [SPOFF] 
 
   [tokenId_equals] [SPON] 
 
end redefine 
 
 
redefine number_value 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'number_value '] 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine id_value 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'id_value '] 
 
end redefine 
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redefine username 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'username '] 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine URL 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'URL '] 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine port 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'port '] 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine serverName  
 
 ... 
  
 | '( '[ 'ServerName '] ') 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine local_date 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'local_date '] 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine local_time 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'local_time '] 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine ipAddress 
 ... 
  
 | '[ 'ipAddress '] 
end redefine 
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redefine filepath 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'filepath '] 
 
 | '/Filename/Standard  
 
end redefine 
 
redefine simpleNumber 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'number '] 
 
end redefine 
 
 
redefine alphaNumber 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'alphaNumber '] 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine numericAlpha 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'numericAlpha '] 
 
end redefine 
 
redefine XMLTag 
 
 ... 
 
 | '[ 'XMLTag '] 
 
end redefine 
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Grammar Element for Output  
 
% TXL Grammar Element for output Categories 
% Ahmed Memon 
% Queen's University, April 2008 
% This file contains the Grammatical structure used to generate the  
% output categories 
 
include "initialGrammar.grm" 
#pragma -raw 
 
define messageDefineStatement 
 
 [NL] 
 
 'define [id] [SPOFF][number] [SPON][NL] 
 
  [IN] [SPOFF] [row] '[ 'newline '] [SPON][NL] 
 
 [EX] 'end 'define [NL] 
 
 [NL] 
 
end define 
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Appendix B 

TXL PROGRAMS 

 

Normalize.txl 

 
% TXL Program to Normalize Log entries 
% Ahmed Memon 
% Queen's University, April 2008 
 
 
#pragma -raw 
include "compGrammar.grm" 
 
function main 
 replace [program] 
  P[program] 
 by 
 
  P[NormalizeSessionId ] [NormalizeServerName] 

[NormalizeLocal_date ] [NormalizeLocal_time] 
[NormalizeIpAddress][NormalizeFilepath] 
[NormalizeUserName][NormalizePort][NormalizeURL] 
[NormalizeNumber][NormalizeAlphaNumber] 
[NormalizeNumericAlpha][NormalizeXMLTags] 

 
end function 
 
rule NormalizeSessionId 
  
 replace $ [sessionId] 
   
  oldId[sessionId] 
 by 
  0000 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeServerName 
 
 replace $ [ServerName] 
     
  oldServerName[ServerName] 
 
 by 
  'ServerName  
end rule 
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rule NormalizeLocal_date 
 replace $ [local_date] 
  oldLocalDate[local_date] 
 by 
  'Jan 01 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeLocal_time 
 replace $ [local_time] 
  oldLocalTime[local_time] 
 by 
  00 ': 00 ': 00 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeIpAddress 
 replace $ [ipAddress] 
  oldIPAddress[ipAddress] 
 by 
  '0.0.0.0 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeFilepath 
 replace $ [filepath] 
  oldFilePath[filepath] 
 by 
  '/Filename/Standard 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeUserName 
 replace $ [username] 
  oldUserName [username]  
 by 
  'StandardUser  
end rule 
 
rule NormalizePort 
 
 replace $ [port] 
  oldPortNumber [port]  
 by 
  'port 0 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeURL 
 
 replace $ [URL] 
  oldURL[URL] 
 by 
 
  'URLPart1.URLPart2.URLPart3.URLPart4  
end rule 
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rule NormalizeNumberValue 
 replace $ [number_value] 
  oldNumberValue[number_value] 
 by 
  0 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeIDValue 
 
 replace $ [id_value] 
 
  oldIDValue[id_value] 
 
 by 
 
  'abc 
 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeNumber 
 replace $ [number] 
  oldValue[number] 
 
 by 
  0 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeAlphaNumber 
 replace $ [tokenAlphaNumeric] 
  oldAlphaNumberValue[tokenAlphaNumeric ] 
 
 by 
  'A0A0 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeNumericAlpha 
 replace $ [tokenNumericAlpha] 
  oldAlphaNumberValue[tokenNumericAlpha] 
 by 
  '0A0A 
end rule 
 
rule NormalizeXMLTags 
 replace $ [XMLTag] 
  oldXMLTagValue[XMLTag] 
 by 
  '< 'XXXX '> 
end rule 
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compareAndReduce.txl 

 
% TXL program to reduce the normalized message entries 
% Ahmed Memon 
% Queen's University, April 2008 
 
include "initialGrammar.grm" 
 
redefine row 
 ... 
 | [empty] 
end redefine 
 
function main 
 replace [program] 
  P [program]  
 export UniqueRows [repeat row] 
  _ 
 by 
  P[compareRows ] 
   [replaceWithUniqueRows]   
end function 
 
% rule which compares rows with each other 
rule compareRows 
 
 replace [repeat row] 
  
 % break off the first row from the list 
  currentRow[row] restOfRows[repeat row] 
  
 % import the list of Unique rows 
 import UniqueRows [repeat row] 
  
 % add the current row to the list of unique rows 
 export UniqueRows  
   currentRow UniqueRows 
   
 by    % delete all rows that match the current row 
  restOfRows[compareRowWithOthers currentRow] 
end rule 
 
% rule to reduce rows  
rule compareRowWithOthers firstRow[row] 
 
 % look for all rows that match the current row 
 replace $[row] 
  firstRow 
 by 
  % delete all rows that match the current one 
 
end rule 
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function replaceWithUniqueRows 
 import UniqueRows [repeat row] 
 replace [program] 
  _ [repeat row] 
 by 
  UniqueRows 
end function 
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buildStructure.txl 
 
% TXL program to generate grammar for lg entries 
% Ahmed Memon 
% Queen's University, April 2008 
 
#pragma -nomultiline 
include "initialGrammar.grm" 
include "redefines.grm" 
 
redefine word 
 ... 
 |  '' [SPOFF] 
  '[ [SPON] [SP] 
 |  '' [SPOFF] 
  '] [SPON] 
end redefine 
 
 
function main 
 replace [program] 
  P[program]  
 
 by 
  P[changeLocalDate ][changeLocalTime ][changeIpAddress] 
  [changeFilepath][changeServerName][changeSessionId] 
  [changeRightParenthesis][changeLeftParenthesis] 
  [changeUserName][changePort][changeURL][changeNumberValue] 
  [changeIDValue][changeSimpleNumber][changeAlphaNumber] 
  [changeNumericAlpha][changeXMLTag] 
end function 
 
% rule that replaces local dates with its corresponding non terminal 
rule changeLocalDate 
  
 replace $ [word] 
 % look for all local date structures 
  _ [local_date] 
 
 by 
 % replace them with the non terminal definition  
  '[ 'local_date '] 
 
end rule 
 
rule changeLocalTime 
 replace $ [word] 
  _ [local_time] 
 by 
  '[ 'local_time '] 
end rule 
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rule changeIpAddress 
 replace $ [ipAddress] 
  _ [ipAddress] 
 by 
  '[ 'ipAddress '] 
end rule 
 
rule changeFilepath 
 replace $ [filepath] 
  _ [filepath] 
 by 
  '[ 'filepath '] 
end rule 
 
rule changeServerName 
 replace $ [word] 
  _ [serverName] 
 
 by 
  '( '[ 'ServerName '] ') 
end rule 
 
rule changeSessionId 
 replace $ [word] 
 
  _ [SessionId] 
 
 by 
  '' 
  '[ 
  '[  
  'sessionId  
  '] 
  '' 
  '] 
end rule 
 
rule changeLeftParenthesis 
 replace $ [word] 
  '[  
 by 
  ''  
  '[ 
end rule 
 
rule changeRightParenthesis 
 replace $ [word] 
  ']  
 by 
  '' 
  '] 
 
end rule 
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rule changeUserName 
 replace $ [username] 
  _[username]  
 by 
  '[ 'username ']  
end rule 
 
rule changePort 
 replace $ [port] 
 
  _[port]  
 by 
  '[ 'port ']  
end rule 
 
rule changeURL 
 replace $ [URL] 
  _[URL]  
 by 
  '[ 'URL ']  
end rule 
 
rule changeNumberValue 
 replace $ [number_value] 
  _ [number_value] 
 
 by 
  '[ 'number_value '] 
end rule 
 
rule changeIDValue 
 replace $ [id_value] 
  _ [id_value] 
 by 
  '[ 'id_value '] 
end rule 
 
rule changeSimpleNumber 
 replace $ [simpleNumber] 
  _ [simpleNumber] 
 by 
  '[ 'number '] 
end rule 
 
rule changeAlphaNumber 
 replace $ [alphaNumber] 
 
  _ [alphaNumber] 
 by 
  '[ 'alphaNumber '] 
end rule 
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rule changeXMLTag 
 replace $ [XMLTag] 
 
  _ [XMLTag] 
 by 
  '[ 'XMLTag '] 
end rule 
 
rule changeNumericAlpha 
 replace $ [numericAlpha] 
  _ [numericAlpha] 
 by 
  '[ 'numericAlpha '] 
end rule 
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generateStructure.txl 
 
% TXL program to generate the Message Categories 
% Ahmed Memon 
% Queen's University, April 2008 
 
#pragma -nomultiline 
include "categoryStructure.grm" 
include "redefines.grm" 
 
 
redefine program 
 
 ... 
 
 | [repeat messageDefineStatement] 
 
 
end redefine 
 
function main 
 
 replace [program] 
  P[program] 
 

% extract all messages from input stream and apply rules to 
% complete the grammar generations process 

  construct AllRows[repeat row] 
   _[^P][changeIDEquals][applyQuotesForToken] 
   
  % variable to keep count of the number of message forms 

% observed 
  export numberOfTimes[number] 
   0 
 
  deconstruct not AllRows 
   % list should not be empty 
 
  construct defineStatements[repeat messageDefineStatement] 
   _ [makeDefineStatements each AllRows]  
   
 by 
  % list of all the categorized messages 
  defineStatements 
   
end function 
 
% function which makes the ouput structure for the message categories 
 
function makeDefineStatements currentRow[row] 
 
 replace [repeat messageDefineStatement] 
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  currentList[repeat messageDefineStatement] 
 
  import numberOfTimes [number] 
 
  construct currentDefineStatement[messageDefineStatement] 
 
   'define 'Form numberOfTimes 
 
    currentRow '[ 'newline '] 
 
   'end 'define 
   
  % update the variable which keeps track of the observed 
message forms 
  export numberOfTimes 
 
   numberOfTimes[+1] 
 by 
 
  % update the list of message categories 
  currentList[.currentDefineStatement] 
 
end function 
 
rule changeIDEquals 
 
 replace $ [id_equals] 
 
  oldValue[id_equals] 
 
  deconstruct oldValue 
 
   oldTokenValue[tokenId_equals] 
 by 
 
  '' 
  oldTokenValue 
 
end rule 
 
rule applyQuotesForToken 
 
 replace $ [word] 
 
  T [simpleToken] 
 
 by 
 
  '' T   
end rule 
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outPutUnknownForms.txl 
 
% This program extracts all unknown messages from Log Files using the  
% comprehensive grammar  
% Ahmed Memon 
% Queen's University, April 2008 
 
include "compGrammar.grm" 
#pragma -raw 
 
redefine program 
 
 ... 
 
 | [repeat UnKnownForms]  
 
end redefine 
 
function main 
 replace [program] 
  P[repeat row] 
  
 % extract all unknown messages from the file 
 construct listOfUnknownForms[repeat UnKnownForms] 
   _ [^P] 
 
 % print the number of Unknown Messages to standard Output  
 construct N [number] 
         _ [length listOfUnknownForms][print] 
 
 
 by 
  listOfUnknownForms 
end function 
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reportingProgram.txl 

 
% This program generates Reports on instances of the  
% Specified Category in the Input Log file  
% Ahmed Memon 
% Queen's University, April 2008 
 
include "compGrammar.grm" 
 
define formOutputFormat 
     'FormName ': [id]           [NL][IN] 
         [number] 'Occurences    [NL][NL][IN] 
         [repeat row]            [EX][EX] 
                                 [NL][NL] 
end define 
 
redefine program 
 
 ... 
 
 | [repeat formOutputFormat] 
 
end redefine 
 
function main 
      % The forms we want to report on - not necessarily all, and not   
      % necessarily with FormN names 

%  construct FormNames [repeat id] 
      %  'Form0 'Form1 'Form2 'Form3 'Form4 'Form5 'Form6 'Form7   

% 'Form8 'Form9 'Form10 
% 'Form10 'Form11 'Form12 'Form13 

 
% Alternative version of above, asking for the form names wanted   
% from the terminal 
% This is what we are using at the moment 

     construct FormNames [repeat id] 
         _ [pragma "-nonewline"] [getp "Form names to report: "] 
 
     replace [program] 
         Rows [repeat row] 
 
     % Print out the reports 
     construct FormReports [repeat formOutputFormat] 
         _ [makeReport Rows each FormNames] 
 
     % Don't output the original input 
     by 
  FormReports  
         % nothing 
end function 
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function makeReport AllRows [repeat row] FormName [id] 
     % Find all the rows that have the form we're interested in 
     construct FormRows [repeat row] 
         _ [onlyForm FormName each AllRows] 
     % How many of them are there? 
     construct N [number] 
         _ [length FormRows] 
     % Make the report 
     construct FormReport [formOutputFormat] 
         'FormName ': FormName 
             N 'Occurences 
             FormRows 
     % Add it to all the reports (in case we want them as a file or   
     % something) 
     % And print it out (for now) 
     replace * [repeat formOutputFormat] 
     by 
         FormReport [print] 
end function 
 
function onlyForm FormName [id] Row [row] 
     % Take a row only if it has the form we're interested in 
     where 
         Row [hasFormType FormName] 
     replace * [repeat row] 
     by 
         Row 
end function 
 
function hasFormType FormName [id] 
      % we look for a node in the parse tree of the   

% row that has the type we want 
     match * [any] 
         Node [any] 
     where 
         Node [istype FormName] 
end function 
 

 


